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“THE HARDEST THING TO SEE IS THE LOST GENERATION, THE CHILDREN OF THIS WAR. THEY HAVE NO FUTURE.” —SYRIA’S CIVIL WAR CONTINUES, P. 38
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A DECADE OF DESTRUCTION

Syria’s ongoing civil war, now in its 10th year, is shaping
a generation to imagine nothing but war
by Mindy Belz
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What WORLD looks for in effective compassion coverage
by Sophia Lee
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TRILLIONS OF DOLLARS FROM
NOWHERE

JUNE 5, P. 58—DEANNE ALSUP/DES MOINES, IOWA

My heart broke when I read Ryan Connell’s story. I would tell him: “God loves
you, He sees you, and He cares for you.
God’s grace is sufficient for you. Don’t
give up on God but continue the good
fight of faith. I’m praying for you.”

JUNE 5, P. 10—DONNA COOLEY/VANCOUVER, WASH.

What the government should have
done, instead of sending everyone
stimulus checks, was raise Social Security payments so that people on limited
incomes could pay rent, mortgages,
and their other bills.

JIM CRAIG/RICHLAND CENTER, WIS.

I pray for lost sheep throughout the
world often, some by name. I also pray
for Christian parents whose children
are not following the Lord, that those
children would come to Jesus Christ.
CYNTHIA WITTICH/MOUNT HOPE, KAN.

Those suffering a crisis of faith need
to face it head-on with the knowledge
that God is who He says He is and that
He will lead the struggler through this
time of doubt. In this time of spiritual
warfare, the enemy wants to take
shaky believers out of the faith family.
INFLATION ANTICIPATION
JUNE 5, P. 13—JOEL CHRISTMAN/JUSTIN, TEXAS

I recall economist Milton Friedman
saying the Fed has overreacted since
the Great Depression and has followed
a monetary policy of trying to grow
the economy with low inflation. I
would add that such a policy puts all
of us on a treadmill, where we feel like
we need a pay raise each year to keep
up with rising costs.

TIMES AND PLACES
JUNE 5, P. 28—JANET E. MCPHERSON/
WHITEVILLE, N.C.

ANTICIPATING
A ROUGH
HORIZON
I was surprised that
Mindy Belz did not
quote anyone who
thinks the United
States is making the
right decision to leave
Afghanistan. That
aside, it was an
excellent article.
Mindy’s ability to give
us an insider’s view
is wonderful.
JUNE 5, P. 38—TRISH KIMMINAU/
TUCSON, ARIZ.

As the director of a pregnancy resource
center, I am pro-life. However, I disagree with Marvin Olasky’s statement
that doctors can hear beating hearts
at six weeks of gestation. An ultrasound can detect beating hearts at six
weeks, but a fetal Doppler cannot hear
them until around 12 weeks.
TRAVELING PAINS
JUNE 5, P. 23—EMILY TIBBETTS/WESTBROOK, MAINE

In his review of The Underground Railroad, Collin Garbarino said, we “would
do well to skip this particular story
because of its frequent racial slurs and
graphic violence.” I disagree. Christians who are mature in the faith need
to look at the hard stuff that makes us
uncomfortable. How else are we to
know what to rebuke or correct in
love?
ROCK ’N’ ROLL THAT’LL PREACH

NO WOUND TOO DEEP

JUNE 5, P. 34—CHERYL IRISH/BASTROP, TEXAS

As a new Christian in 1972, I bought
my first Christian rock ’n’ roll album,
Love Song. I played it over and over
and over. Thanks for the great memory.

JUNE 5, P. 72—PAT JACOBS/REDMOND, WASH.

A very interesting column by Marvin
Olasky, but lots of sadness therein. I
have often thought about people
whose childhood experiences greatly
impacted their lives, for good or bad.
It is always sad to hear how abused
children become abusers, how alcoholic parents lead to alcoholic children, etc. On the other hand, we all
have heard of children who rose above
the bad parts of childhood to become
successful and useful citizens.

LETTERS AND COMMENTS
EMAIL editor@wng.org
MAIL WORLD Mailbag, PO Box 20002,

Asheville, NC 28802-9998
WEBSITE wng.org
FACEBOOK facebook.com/WNGdotorg
TWITTER @WNGdotorg
INSTAGRAM instagram.com/WNGdotorg
PLEASE INCLUDE FULL NAME AND ADDRESS.
LETTERS MAY BE EDITED TO YIELD
BREVITY AND CLARITY.

CORRECTION

Sonrise Church pastor James Gleason
started the Light My Way service in
2004 (“Unglamorous grace,” May 8,
p. 49).
READ MORE LETTERS AT WNG.ORG/MAILBAG
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Notes from the CEO K EV I N M A RT I N

Giving to Caesar and to God
With a little strategy, you can maximize
giving while minimizing your tax burden

A

FEW TIMES A YEAR in this little column, I’ll ask for your financial support.
This is not one of those times, although I do want to talk
about the subject of charitable giving.
The 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) increased taxpayers’ standard deduction, which, for many, had the effect of
limiting the deductibility of charitable donations.
For most of us, the largest share of our giving goes to our
churches in the form of tithes and offerings. That giving usually comes
from our paychecks.
The TCJA changed other categories of deductions—not just charitable contributions—making it less likely that taxpayers would itemize.
Indeed, the number of middle-income taxpayers who itemized deductions
appears to have fallen to about one-third of the pre-TCJA number.
Many worried—I confess, I was among them—that the changes in the
TCJA would limit the amount Christians give to their churches and other
ministries. While I’m confessing: As a closet CPA, part of my joy in giving
was the appeal of reducing my tax burden every time I tithed.
I’m kidding, mostly.
And it looks like my worry was overblown: Giving to churches may
have decreased slightly in 2018, but it didn’t drop as precipitously as
many of us worried it would.
It is certainly true that we cannot worship both God and mammon,
but doing our best to reduce our taxes in order more fully to support our

6
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THERE ARE GIVINGRELATED, TAXREDUCING STRATEGIES
FOR CHRISTIANS AT
ALL INCOME LEVELS.

churches and Christian ministry is part
of our stewardship of the resources God
has given us.
At least that’s what the CPA in me
thinks.
It turns out there are giving-related,
tax-reducing strategies for Christians at
all income levels. Based on WORLD’s
experience, many of you already have
discovered donor-advised funds, which
provide some tax advantages when used
effectively.
For those who are nearing retirement,
the options increase. From making donations out of retirement accounts, to gifting unnecessary life-insurance policies,
to giving a portion of a business or real
estate ahead of the sale, there are a variety of giving strategies you may not have
considered that utilize the tax code and
increase your ability to give more to ministry.
You may not be thinking about these
things, but somebody is: the National
Christian Foundation (ncfgiving.com);
denominational foundations like the PCA
Foundation (pcafoundation.com), Southern Baptist Foundation (sbfdn.org), and
LCMS Foundation (lcmsfoundation.org);
along with many local and regional organizations, offer donor-advised funds and,
more importantly, good advice to anyone
who wants to maximize his giving by
minimizing his tax burden. I urge you to
talk to someone at one of these organizations.

EMAIL kevin@wng.org
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Voices J O E L B E LZ

A hospital visit

Observations about our
changing healthcare system

L

YING IN A HOSPITAL BED for most of a week
wasn’t exactly how I meant to spend the end
of my Fourth of July holiday. But it did give
me yet another up-close look at a key component of America’s healthcare system.
It was my third hospital stay in the last
two years, and all three have produced the
same important impression: The people staffing our healthcare institutions and organizations tend
to be a cut above the people trying to design and run
them as a business.
So you don’t miss my point, let me put it bluntly.
The janitor who just left my room has a whole lot more
of my respect than do the top-level supervisors who
last year totally botched my discharge and who this
morning seem to be doing the same thing all over
again.
My point here is not to describe the details of my
physical condition. Instead I want to suggest several
broad patterns that I suspect have come to govern our
healthcare system.
That system is heavily populated, for example, with
young people. That would not be surprising if it were
true only of the orderlies and other service personnel
who make a hospital community run smoothly. But as
I’ve been shuttled from department to department,
from one specialty to another, I’m struck with the youthful demeanor of those handing down key directives.
“Stop kidding yourself,” someone will say. “They’re not
younger, Joel. Remember that you’re getting older.”
We’ll see. I’m starting right now to find some well-documented, authoritative statistics. But it’s not all bad.
The younger these folks are, the longer they’ll be
around!

8
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IT’S A LITTLE TOO EASY
TO BLAME EVERYTHING
THESE DAYS ON COVID-19.

A second factor tending to shape our current healthcare system is the geographic diversity of its personnel.
These doctors, nurses, and dozens of specialists of virtually every kind and level come from all over the world.
My admitting physician was Dr. Muhammad Shahid.
Indeed, the staffing for the Asheville hospital where I
camped out for the better part of a week included
“traveling doctors,” “traveling nurses,” and so on—
medical personnel of every description whose home
base might be Orlando, Fla.; San Antonio, Texas; Portland, Ore.; or even Quito, Ecuador; Hong Kong; or Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia. These were mobile specialists responding to short-term calls to fill personnel shortages anywhere around the country. It’s a phenomenon in more
and more locations.
Yet another issue tending to reshape healthcare
centers is the expanding takeover of many such facilities by private for-profit entities. I do not suggest for a
moment that the takeover last year of our local nonprofit hospital by a multibillion-dollar, out-of-state
corporation is responsible for all the woes I heard from
a number of employees. COVID-19 has certainly had its
effect.
On the other hand, it’s a little too easy to blame
everything these days on COVID-19. And it wasn’t a
stretch for me to see clearly the decline in service and
care that once made this hospital proud. At least once
or twice a day, I heard soured staffers express frustration over limits that didn’t used to be there.
A fourth change is even more nuanced and subtle,
and I can’t help thinking it’s related to the first three.
It used to be relatively easy (and even natural) within
a hospital like the one I’ve been in to give thanks in
open prayer, to have staffers join in such expression,
or for them openly to wear crosses or other symbols
of their faith. I saw little or none of that in last week’s
visit.
Might that be partly because such expression is far
less typical for younger people? And less typical yet
for folks like the Muslim nurse who gave us excellent
care but made a point of holding us as Christians at a
short distance? And just as typical for employees of
corporations in America that boast of their nonsectarian secularism?
My thoughts on all this are still tentative. You may
have experience that helps me reach some sound
conclusions.
EMAIL jbelz@wng.org
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Turmoil in Haiti

The president’s assassination plunges Haiti into further chaos
by Onize Ohikere

A

ILLUSTRATION BY KRIEG BARRIE
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RMED HAITIAN POLICE AND SOLDIERS milled around the upscale neighborhood of
Pétionville, a Port-au-Prince suburb, after gunmen murdered President Jovenel Moïse
in his home there at about 1 a.m. on July 7. In the Thomazeau commune about 20 miles
east of the capital, markets closed after the assassination. Dr. David Vanderpool from
LiveBeyond, a U.S.-based mission group that works out of the commune, said, “Many
people are coming to our base seeking food.”
Interim Prime Minister Claude Joseph declared a two-week state of emergency,
ordered the reopening of the international airport in Port-au-Prince, and urged
07.31.2 1
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people to return to their businesses, saying authorities are in control. But the
attack added another layer of uncertainty
to a nation already overwhelmed by gang
violence, economic instability, and political unrest even as the Haitian Senate
challenged Joseph’s authority days later.
Authorities said gunmen killed Moïse
and wounded his wife, Martine, who
received treatment at a Miami hospital.
Within a week of the assassination, Haitian National Police Chief Léon Charles
said authorities had detained 26 suspects,
including two U.S.-Haiti dual citizens and
23 Colombians. Police were searching
for more suspects.
Authorities blamed “a highly trained
and heavily armed group” posing as U.S.
Drug Enforcement Agency agents for the
murder but announced few other details.
Colombian Defense Minister Diego Molano
said six Colombians, including two who
died, were retired army members.
One suspect is Christian Emmanuel
Sanon, a 62-year-old Haitian doctor living in Florida who was in contact with a
security firm that hired the gunmen. He
flew into Haiti on a private jet with several of them. Police Chief Charles said
the gunmen’s initial mission was likely
to protect Sanon, who has expressed an
interest in politics in the past.
The murder came one day after
Moïse named Ariel Henry the country’s
new prime minister and tasked him with
resolving insecurity and preparing the
nation for presidential elections in September. But Henry had not yet been
sworn into office when Moïse was killed.
Henry was the seventh prime minister
Moïse selected during his tumultuous tenure that began in 2017. The president of
the Supreme Court, who should have taken
over for Moïse according to the constitution, died of COVID-19 in June. Moïse had
been serving by decree since he dissolved
the majority of the Parliament in January
2020 over a delay in legislative elections.
The president also faced protests
from opposition groups who said his fiveyear term actually began in 2016 and
ended in February. Moïse claimed his
term ends next year since an interim
12
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government led the country during his
first year in office.
Earlier in February, Moïse ordered
the arrest of 23 people, including a judge
and a police officer, over what he
described as a foiled coup attempt.
Meanwhile, inflation and gang violence
in Port-au-Prince and elsewhere have
worsened as food, fuel, and other basic
amenities become increasingly scarce. In
April, a criminal gang kidnapped seven
Catholic priests and nuns, including

THE MURDER
CAME ONE DAY
AFTER MOÏSE
NAMED ARIEL
HENRY AS
THE COUNTRY’S
NEW PRIME
MINISTER.

French citizens, and demanded a $1 million
ransom. About 13,600 people fled their
homes in Port-au-Prince in June to escape
clashes between rival gangs, according to
the United Nations humanitarian agency.
Dr. Vanderpool’s organization has
experienced violence first-hand over the
past three years. Criminals murdered
one manager outside the gates of the
ministry and assaulted an American team
member. Kidnappers also seized two
other staff members and held them captive for three days.
Amber and Verdier Cherfils, a missionary couple with ties to New York who
run a Haitian guest house for missionaries, said Moïse’s death left many families
on edge. “People are in shock,” Amber
told the New York–based News 12. “People are afraid. They’re afraid about their
own security.”
Joseph supports an international
investigation into the killing and promised to ensure the September election
moves forward. U.S. officials were helping
in the investigation.
Vanderpool said LiveBeyond’s clinics
and child nutrition programs would continue to serve despite the uncertainty.
Performing that work” has been much
more difficult” in recent years, he said.
“At the same time, the need for our work
is increasing as well.”
—For more details, see the July 9 World Tour
Roundup at wng.org
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The cost of shipping
a 40-foot container
between Asia and the
East Coast on June 22
according to the
Freightos Baltic Index,
more than double the
price last year.

14

The number of days
ships had to sit outside
the Port of Yantian in
China prior to obtaining a berth. A June
COVID-19 outbreak
at the port reduced
loading capacity to
30 percent of normal.

$4T

The value of goods
transported by the
ocean shipping industry yearly, according
to the World Shipping
Council.

106

The number of days
the container vessel
Ever Given spent out
of commission after
blocking the Suez
Canal for six days in
March.
ILLUSTRATION BY KRIEG BARRIE
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THE NUMBER OF EMPTY containers shipped
out of the Port of Los Angeles in May,
roughly twice as many as normal. Pandemic
restrictions and increased demand for
goods from Asia bottlenecked ports across the world. Rather than wait days to refill
cargo holds, many shippers returned to Asian ports empty in 2020, leaving American ports with a glut of empty shipping containers and Asian ports with a shortage.
Shipping industry experts warn the coronavirus-caused kinks in the global supply
chain may not straighten out until 2022.
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FLED

To prevent a vote on new election laws,
more than 50 Democratic members of
Texas’ House of Representatives chartered two flights from Austin, Texas, to
Washington, D.C, on July 12. While in D.C.,
they lobbied the Biden administration
to pass the For the People Act to prevent
election reform efforts in Republican-led
states. Vice President Kamala Harris
praised the Texas Democrats. Meanwhile,
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott threatened to
arrest them. He can keep calling 30-day
special sessions to force a vote. Democrats also walked out of Texas legislative
chambers in May to prevent an earlier
vote on the election overhaul. Abbott
responded at the time by vetoing paychecks for 2,000 state Capitol employees.
DENIED

A July 11 demonstration against the government of Cuban President Miguel Díaz-Canel in Havana

ANGERED

Cubans protest regime

The island nation’s Communist leader called for
violence against citizens decrying poor conditions

T
14

HOUSANDS OF CUBANS CHANTED “Freedom,” “Unite,” and “Enough”
as they marched through the streets of Havana in protest against the
country’s Communist dictatorship on July 11. Cubans stood on their
balconies and cheered as protesters marched toward the city’s Malecon promenade while the government shut down internet service to
keep people from broadcasting with their cell phones. The protests
came amid a food shortage there. “We are fed up with the queues,
the shortages. That’s why I’m here,” one protester said. Cuban police
began patrolling the streets in force in several cities. “The people
came out to express themselves freely, and they are repressing and
beating them,” said the Rev. Jorge Luis Gil, a Roman Catholic priest.
At least one protester died in clashes. U.S. President Joe Biden said
the United States stood with the protesters “demanding their freedom.”
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Christian florist Barronelle Stutzman will
have to pay a fine for following her religious beliefs after the U.S. Supreme Court
on July 9 declined to consider her case.
Stutzman had declined to provide florist
services for the same-sex wedding of a
longtime customer. The Washington
Supreme Court has ruled against the
florist twice. The U.S. Supreme Court
vacated the first ruling and sent it back
for reconsideration in 2018 after deciding
in favor of Christian baker Jack Phillips
in Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado
Civil Rights Commission, but the Washington Supreme Court judges unanimously said they found no such animus
toward Stutzman. Justices Clarence
Thomas, Samuel Alito, and Neil Gorsuch
said they would have heard her second
appeal.
CHARGED

Allen Weisselberg, a top executive for
the Trump Organization, pleaded not
guilty to tax crimes on July 1. An indictment followed a two-year investigation
by Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus
Vance Jr. and New York Attorney General
Letitia James, both Democrats, into former President Donald Trump’s business
dealings. Prosecutors charged the Trump
Organization, the Trump Payroll Corp.,
and Weisselberg with 15 felony counts of
fraud. The Trump Organization criticized
what it called a “scorched-earth attempt
to harm the former president.”
YAMIL LAGE/AFP VIA GETTY IMAGES
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“I took to the streets because I’m tired of
being hungry. … I don’t have water,
I don’t have anything.”
SARA NARANJO, an elderly Cuban woman who joined anti-government protests
in the country on July 11, in a video posted to Twitter.

“A government that can crush someone like
Barronelle … can use its power to crush any
of us regardless of our political ideology or
views on important issues like marriage.”
KRISTEN WAGGONER, general counsel for Alliance Defending Freedom, commenting
on the U.S. Supreme Court’s July 2 decision not to hear the case of Washington florist Barronelle
Stutzman, who had declined to make a custom floral arrangement for a same-sex wedding.
The ruling means Stutzman must pay a $1,000 fine and serve same-sex weddings
or no longer create wedding arrangements.

“M-U-R-R-A-Y-A.”
Fourteen-year-old ZAILA AVANT-GARDE, correctly spelling the name of a genus
of tropical flowering trees to win the 2021 Scripps National Spelling Bee on July 8. The first
African American to win the competition, Avant-garde also holds three Guinness
World Records for her basketball dribbling skills.

“It’s the biggest increase in overdose deaths
in the history of the United States.”
Stanford professor KEITH HUMPHREYS, an expert on addiction and drug policy, commenting to
The Washington Post on the record high 93,331 drug overdose deaths among Americans last year,
according to provisional figures U.S. health officials released July 14.

“Everything can only be happy
from now on.”
GUO GANGTANG, a Chinese man who on July 11 was reunited with his long-lost son,
kidnapped by human traffickers as a child in 1997. Guo spent 24 years searching China for his son,
scouring the country on a motorbike and inspiring a 2015 movie in the process.
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THE HEIGHT OF FAME A British
2 civil
engineer has fulfilled a lifelong

Qu ic k Take s

dream to get his name on a Guinness
World Record title—by stacking candy.
Solihull, England, resident Will Cutbill
recorded himself stacking five M&M candies in June, more than anyone else,
according to Guinness. After hours of
failed attempts, Cutbill found five of the
candy disks he could balance, breaking
a record of four set by an Italian and an
Australian. Since securing his record,
Cutbill said his acquaintances are surprised the number is so low. “When I tell
’em it’s a whopping five, they’re shocked,”
Cutbill told CNN. “They want to give it
a go, try and beat me.”
GAS PUMP REPRIEVE Motorists in
3 Oregon
enjoyed a rare privilege amid

1

LAND AND WATER SALE
A CLERICAL ERROR IN BROOKSVILLE, FLA. , led to the city accidentally
selling its water tower to a local man who wanted to open a fitness
studio. Bobby Read thought he was buying a small building and
attached garage when he paid $55,000 to the city. As part of the deal,
the city should have divided the parcel and retained the portion with
the water tower. But Brooksville’s city manager admitted someone
forgot to split the parcel before finalizing the deal. Read discovered
the error when he requested a new address from the county property
appraiser. Later, Read paid a $10 fee to deed the water tower back
to the city. In total, he owned the water tower for more than a week,
although he never received keys to access it, according to NPR. The
redevelopment agency director of the city of 8,500 residents north
of Tampa resigned following the mishap. “We’re human,” admitted
city manager Mark Kutney. “Sometimes we make a mistake.”

a record-breaking heat wave that struck
the state in late June. Oregon’s fire marshal temporarily allowed Oregonians to
pump their own gas. State law typically
doesn’t allow motorists to pump gas in
the state’s western, more-populated
counties. New Jersey has also long prohibited self-service gasoline, citing safety
concerns. But with temperatures exceeding 110 degrees beginning June 27, the
state’s fire marshal granted a two-day
reprieve to spare gas-station attendants
from standing outside all day during the
heat wave.
BREAKOUT A herd of cattle,
4 BOVINE
running for its life, brought chaos to

a Los Angeles suburb June 22. Deputies
with the Los Angeles County Sheriff ’s
Department had to round up nearly 40
cows that escaped from a meat packing
plant in Pico Rivera, Calif., and fled into
a neighborhood. Sheriff ’s deputies surrounded a majority of the escapees in a
residential cul-de-sac only for the herd
to scatter as the deputies moved in. After
knocking over mailboxes, denting cars,
and leaving hoof prints behind, all but
one of the cows were rounded up and
returned to Manning Beef. The final animal, captured a day later 5 miles from
the location of the escape, was given over
to an animal shelter.
GONE BAD A Maine man’s plan
5 BAIL
to spring himself from jail failed

when a bail commissioner spotted his
16
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funny money. The York County Sheriff’s
Office said Michael Deschesne attempted
to make bail on May 27 with two counterfeit $100 bills. Police had stopped
Deschesne earlier and arrested him on
an outstanding warrant for theft. After
he presented the counterfeit cash to the
bail commissioner, authorities returned
Deschesne to the local jail with an additional charge: forgery. He later posted
bail with real money.
DRESSED TO IMPRESS Female
6 Ukrainian
soldiers are set to march

in high-heeled shoes during a military
parade slated for August. But the sartorial splendor of high-heeled dress uniforms caught many in Ukraine off guard.
Iryna Gerashchenko, a member of the
Ukrainian parliament, said she thought
the black pumps were a hoax when she
saw pictures of female soldiers practicing
ahead of the Aug. 24 march to commemorate independence from the Soviet
Union. Gerashchenko joined other
Ukrainian lawmakers in demanding an
apology from the nation’s defense ministry for designing what she called a
sexist dress uniform.
BAN ON “CHAMPAGNE” Tony den7 izens
of Russia may soon notice

something missing at celebrations. A
piece of legislation Russian President
Vladimir Putin signed into law on July 2
now prohibits any non-Russian sparkling
wine maker from using the term “champagne.” That’s a problem for French
makers of the namesake drink produced
in the Champagne region of France.
Champagne maker Moët Hennessy
briefly suspended shipments of the alcoholic beverage to Russia in early July,
citing the new law, before announcing it
would relabel its bottles bound for Russia as “sparkling wine.” Social media
users poked fun at the strange rule. “Now
it’s necessary to ban Scots and Americans
from using the word ‘whisky,’” joked
restaurateur Sergei Mironov, according
to the AFP.

WHEN I TELL ’EM
IT’S A WHOPPING
FIVE, THEY’RE
SHOCKED.

rez said he discovered the books while
looking through an old box in his basement in June. The 39 books he found
belonged to his late aunt, who died as a
teenager in 1937. While some of the titles
were from his aunt’s personal collection,
others were on loan from the local public library. Alvarez contacted the library
in early July to return the books, checked
out in the 1920s and ’30s, and to inquire
about possible late fees. The timing was
to Alvarez’s benefit: The Somerville Public Library amended its policies and
stopped collecting late fees on July 1.
STONE AGE SETTLEMENT A San
9 Francisco–region
homeowner will

get to keep her quirky, Flintstones-inspired landscaping after reaching a
settlement with the town of Hillsborough. City officials had been battling in
court with retired publishing mogul
Florence Fang, whose Stone Age–
themed lawn ornaments and bulbous-style home recall the 1960s
Flintstones cartoon series. The town
had called Fang’s backyard dinosaur
sculptures “a highly visible eyesore”
and said she hadn’t obtained proper
permits for them. Under the settlement,
the town will approve a survey of her
landscaping changes, while Fang will
apply for necessary building permits.

BORROWED TIME Nearly a cen8 ON
tury after being borrowed, several

books have found their way back to the
Somerville Public Library in Massachusetts. Methuen, Mass., resident Bob Alva07.31.2 1
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Voices JA N I E B. C H E A N EY

Painful selves

Fiery trials bring about
true authenticity

D

URING LAST SUMMER’S WAVE of racial protests, activists set fire to Nashville’s Metro
Courthouse. At that point, Daniel Elder, a
successful choral composer who lived only
blocks away, had enough. The sight of activists
smashing windows and spraying graffiti on
the walls of a monument to civic order, cheered
on by his friends on social media, goaded him
to express some thoughts on Instagram. “Enjoy burning
it all down, you well-intentioned, blind people. I’m done.”
He meant, “I’m done with Instagram,” and immediately deleted his account to prove it. But Elder was
more done than he knew.
Within days the outcry against him, from friends,
colleagues, and total strangers, was such that his publisher had to respond. Company officials wrote an apology for him and suggested he post it. Only it was not a
suggestion. When he refused (“I chose to be that guy
who didn’t [apologize],” he told Reason magazine), GIA
Publications officially cut ties with him. Labeling his
original post as “incendiary”—an interesting choice of
words, given the circumstances—GIA assured the public of its opposition to racism in all its forms and its
commitment to the work of rooting it out.
The only way one could find racism in Elder’s post
is by not reading it, but mob cancellation is an old, tired
story by now. What’s striking in this case is Elder’s
reaction to it. After a year of rude awakenings and hard
knocks, he concluded an interview with the libertarian
journal Quillette with these words: “I say this as an
encouragement to the silent majority all around us: If
you’re willing to endure the painful trial of self, you
will be better for it in the end. And, with enough of us,
the world will be better, too.”

18
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IT SHOULDN’T TAKE
COURAGE TO STAND FOR
THE TRUTH THAT ARSON IS
COUNTERPRODUCTIVE.

It shouldn’t take courage to stand for the truth that
arson is counterproductive, and maybe even bad, but
that’s where we are. The good news is that the man in
the maelstrom has made some important discoveries.
For a start, he’s “not that guy.” In the fires of controversy,
he feels something solid underneath, as opposed to the
shifting standards of contemporary virtue. At age 35,
he has found, or at least has begun to find, his authentic self.
Popular culture carelessly assumes that a person’s
authentic self, or identity, is a product of that person’s
deepest desires and proclivities. “Be who you are”
echoes in every media corner, a platitude that bypasses
the question of how we know who we are. We are not
prefab masterpieces to be revealed and celebrated, but
rough stone to be sculpted—by birth and by circumstances, by influences and influencers, and by what we
believe is true.
“Who we are” is all these things, ever shifting. But
Authentic Selves have a semi-divine status today: To
attack someone’s identity, or the expression of that
identity, is the ultimate crime. In this moral framework,
condemning the arson of rage is worse than arson itself,
and the culprit deserves to have his career wrecked.
But the authenticity police have it all backward: Selves
are made by opposition, not affirmation. That’s the
painful test that Daniel Elder endured, fighting through
it to a new sense of freedom and stability.
If that’s the case, even for a banal truth that should
be obvious to everyone, how much more for an everlasting truth? “Beloved, do not be surprised at the fiery
trial when it comes upon you to test you, as though
something strange were happening to you,” writes Peter
(who knew what it was to fail the test). “If you are
insulted for the name of Christ, you are blessed, because
the Spirit of glory and of God rests upon you” (1 Peter
4:12, 14). The Spirit witnesses to the presence of Christ
in our lives. If He shows up enough for us to be insulted
for our Christlikeness, the pain is the blessing.
And when we see Him as He is, we’ll know ourselves
at last.
EMAIL jcheaney@wng.org TWITTER @jbcheaney
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A SUPERHERO SURPRISE
Black Widow packs typical Marvel action
but adds emotional depth
by Collin Garbarino
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ARVEL FANS HAVE LONGED FOR THE RELEASE of Black Widow, the
latest installment in the Avengers franchise, since at least 2015. Though
it’s not perfect, many fans will consider this feminine superhero movie
worth the wait.
Scarlett Johansson reprises the role of Natasha Romanoff, a character in which she’s invested 10 years of her career. She’s joined by
Florence Pugh (Little Women), who plays Yelena, her adoptive sister.
Rachel Weisz and David Harbour play Russian spies who at one time
acted as Natasha’s parents. Director Cate Shortland stretches herself,
taking on her first big-budget action film.
Black Widow takes place between the events of Captain America: Civil War and
Avengers: Infinity War. Natasha, the titular Black Widow, is running from the U.S.
government because she chose the losing
side in the Avengers’ breakup. But she’s
not able to lie low because Yelena needs
her help in destroying the Red Room,
the Soviet-era organization that stole
their childhoods and turned them into
assassins.
The movie, in theaters and streaming
on Disney+, derives its poignancy from
an early flashback to Ohio in 1995. Natasha and Yelena are just children providing cover for a couple of Russian spies,
Alexei and Melina, and the four pretend
to be a typical American household. They
split up after the mission ends, and the
loss of family haunts them all. Twenty-one years later, Natasha and Yelena
recruit the aged Alexei and Melina to
help them in their mission.
As in all Marvel movies, completing
the mission involves numerous fight
scenes and explosions, but these action
sequences are Black Widow’s biggest
problem. Some don’t make sense or seem
incidental to the plot. In true Marvel
fashion, the movie ends with a ludicrous
set piece that doesn’t belong in a story
that’s in all other respects an espionage
thriller. The filmmakers’ nod to James
Bond’s Moonraker almost seems like an
apology for verging on camp. At least
the stakes are lower than other Marvel
films: We didn’t have to see an Avenger
save the entire world—or the entire universe—again.
Despite its flaws (and Yelena’s coarse
language) the movie is witty and fun. The
amusing real-not-real sisterly bickering

DESPITE ITS
FLAWS THE
MOVIE IS WITTY
AND FUN.
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between Natasha and Yelena rings true,
as do Alexei and Melina’s humorous
attempts to relate to “their” kids.
Shortland might not have much experience with big budgets, but her past
work studies complicated femininity.
Under her direction, Natasha’s character
loses the hypersexualization associated
with earlier films in the franchise, and
Black Widow explicitly condemns the
objectification of women. The Red Room
serves as a metaphor for the trafficking
and exploitation of girls and women in
the real world.
But behind the jokes and the action
looms a sadness. Black Widow is a family
drama in which broken women try to

come to terms with the world. After the
release of Avengers: Age of Ultron in 2015,
many clamored for a film with a strong
female lead. The studio hoped 2019’s
Captain Marvel would be its feminist
manifesto, but it ended up a mess of girlpower clichés and wooden performances.
In Black Widow, whose 2020 opening
the coronavirus pandemic delayed, characters process the hurt they’ve experienced—both the wrongs they’ve suffered
and the wrongs they’ve inflicted on others. When was the last time we saw one
action hero ask another, “Did you ever
wish for kids?” Yelena doesn’t wait for
Natasha’s reply. They both know the
answer is too heartbreaking.
After all these years, Marvel can still
break fresh ground.
MARVEL STUDIOS/DISNEY
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by Juliana Chan Erikson

It’d be easy to write off The Boss Baby:
Family Business as another sleepy summer sequel: The smart-aleck baby gags
get a little weary with not one but two
new babies the second time around, none
better voiced than the original Boss Baby,
Ted Templeton (Alec Baldwin).
And if a boy’s wild imagination was to
blame for the jerky plot twists in the first
film, this time it’s fair to blame director
Tom McGrath for the chaotic switches
between imagination and reality. An unofficial poll of young family members confirmed even they couldn’t tell where the
daydreams of Tim Templeton (James
Marsden) ended and real life began.
Family Business fast-forwards us 40
years, where we find a smart-talking baby
girl persuading her dad Tim and Uncle
Ted into drinking a special baby formula
that shrinks them into much younger
versions of themselves. But they’re not
truly kids—they just look like them. The
brothers uncover a plot by an evil principal: He’s employing babies to make a
smartphone app that will turn parents
into zombies during the school Christmas
pageant.
Don’t worry, it didn’t make sense to
me either. The plot of Family Business
(rated PG) is so absurd and rambling (and
at 107 minutes, overlong) that it ends up
being kind of amusing. But it’s all in good
fun, and not a bad option for families
looking to return to theaters.

COM PA N Y M A N Boss Baby: Family Business director Tom McGrath has directed six feature films for DreamWorks Animation and did voice work in another.

Bossy babies

GOING FORWARD
TO MOVE BACK
The Tomorrow War entertains
but is predictable
by Marty VanDriel

WHAT IF YOU COULD UNDO a major mistake and save humanity at the
same time? That’s the question posed in The Tomorrow War, the
popular Amazon release directed by Chris McKay, starring Chris Pratt.
In the year 2051, destructive alien hordes are rampaging across
the earth, wiping out humanity. Through an experimental portal,
recruiters journey back to 2022 to plea for help.
Dan Forester (Pratt) is an Iraq War veteran casting around for
purpose, teaching high-school science, and raising his 9-year-old
daughter Muri with his wife. But he’s sure he can do more. The recruiters from the future bring in Dan and other draftees. If they make it
through their seven-day mission against the alien Whitespikes, they’ll
return to the present day.
Dan and a motley crew of conscripts find in the future the
Whitespikes are wiping out people like locusts wipe out a wheat field.
For humanity, it’s a losing battle.
After a series of close calls, Dan
meets daughter Muri of the future, now
a decorated colonel. She tells Dan of his
mistakes in the past that tore his family
apart.
The Tomorrow War is fairly predictable, with copious coincidences, but
The Map of Tiny Perfect
keeps viewers engaged and entertained.
Things (2021)
The film lauds courage and heroism, as
Tenet (2020)
Dan and his compadres battle aliens of
Bill & Ted Face
the future and the mistakes of their past.
the Music (2020)
With rough language, blasphemy, and
Avengers:
frightening scenes, the movie earns its
Endgame (2019)
PG-13 rating.

BOSS BABY: DREAMWORKS ANIMATION LLC; TOMORROW WAR: PARAMOUNT PICTURES/AMAZON;
THE MAP OF TINY PERFECT THINGS: AMAZON STUDIOS
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A new Disney series upholds truth claims
in a world beset by lies
by Collin Garbarino

M
24
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OST PEOPLE CARE about the truth,” says Mr. Benedict
at the beginning of The Mysterious Benedict Society, a
new series streaming on Disney+ and based on the book
by Trenton Lee Stewart. But Mr. Benedict also recognizes
how hard it can be for people to love truth when the
world distracts them with lies. It’s a timely message for
both kids and adults.
The city of Stonetown suffers from something called
“the Emergency.” Everything seems to be going wrong,
but no one can pinpoint why. Mr. Benedict (Emmy winner Tony Hale) is an eccentric genius living on the edge
of town, and he thinks he’s found the source of the Emergency: Someone is sending subliminal messages from a
nearby boarding school. These messages sow fear and
disinformation into the minds of the people, so Mr. Ben-
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M YST ERIOU S A DVEN T U RES Since publication of The Mysterious Benedict Society in 2007, Trenton Lee Stewart has written five more books in the series.

MISSION AGAINST
DISINFORMATION

edict recruits a team of gifted youngsters
to infiltrate the school and find a way to
stop the messages. But the school is on
an island, meaning the children can rely
only on each other while on this dangerous mission.
The four children on the team each
have a special talent making them indispensable to the mission’s success. Reynie,
the unspoken and somewhat reluctant
leader of the group, is a genius when it
comes to solving problems. Sticky has
perfect recall of everything he sees and
reads. Kate, who trained as an acrobat
in the circus, carries a bucket filled with
items useful for getting the team out of
a jam. And Constance—the other three
children aren’t exactly sure why Constance is on the team—has a gift for complaining.
The children are the heart of the show,
and the young actors give endearing if
occasionally stiff performances. The
series sticks relatively close to the book,
but it expands the storyline of the adults.
It’s a welcome change because it allows
Hale and Kristen Schaal, who plays Mr.
Benedict’s “Number Two,” more time to
develop their caring, quirky characters.
Stewart won WORLD’s 2017 Children’s Novel of the Year for The Secret
Keepers, and Hale has spoken openly
about being a Christian in Hollywood.
The new series entertains and instructs
in a way consistent with a Christian
worldview, at least in the first four episodes. It’s refreshing to find a show promoting the values of honesty, friendship,
and bravery in a package the whole family can enjoy. The series, rated TV-PG,
contains some action scenes, but nothing
violent. And while aspects of the boarding school are a little creepy, it’s not
scary.
The book came out in 2007, but The
Mysterious Benedict Society seems more
relevant now than ever. The setting is
midcentury America, so there’s no internet, but when hearing about the Emergency, I couldn’t help but think about
the deleterious effects of social media on
society—its tendency to amplify
unproven claims and make us rude, anxious, and unhappy. The central message
of The Mysterious Benedict Society still
applies: The world needs more people
who love truth.
DIYAH PERA/DISNEY
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F I LM E D Director Hal Tulchin (1926-2017) videotaped the Harlem Cultural Festival and dubbed it “the black Woodstock.”

BOX OFFICE
TOP 10
WEEKEND OF JULY 9-11, ACCORDING TO
BOX OFFICE MOJO. QUANTITY OF SEXUAL
(S), VIOLENT (V), AND FOUL-LANGUAGE (L)
CONTENT ON A 0-10 SCALE, WITH 10 HIGH,
FROM KIDS-IN-MIND.COM

				

S V L

1 Black Widow* PG-13 . . . 1 6 4
2 F9: The Fast
Saga PG-13 . . . . . . . . . . . 2 6 4
3 The Boss Baby:
Family Business* PG. . . 1 3 2
4 The Forever Purge R .not rated
5 A Quiet Place
Part II* PG-13 . . . . . . . . . 1 6 2
6 Cruella* PG-13 . . . . . . . . 1 5 2
7 The Hitman’s Wife’s
Bodyguard R . . . . . . . . 5 7 10
8 Peter Rabbit 2:
The Runaway PG. . . . . . 1 3 1
9 The Conjuring R. . . . . . 1 7 3
10 Zola R. . . . . . . . . . . . . not rated
*REVIEWED BY WORLD

MAKING
MUSIC IN
HARLEM

Summer of Soul
revisits a 1969 rock
festival where music
flowed and racial
tensions simmered
by Sharon Dierberger

TOP 10 FOCUS
Cruella shows who Cruella de
Vil was before she gained her
sinister reputation—but ultimately this Disney prequel to
the 101 Dalmatians franchise
seems cruelly long, with weak
humor, overbearing music,
and mostly unlikable characters. Don’t expect any playful,
precious Dalmatian pups.
—from WORLD’s full review

IN 1969 the Woodstock Music Festival
made famous a pasture 100 miles northwest of Manhattan, and the Harlem Cultural Festival set crowds be-bopping in
New York City’s Harlem neighborhood.
The Harlem event is lesser known, but
Summer of Soul shows film footage of it
that’s been buried in a basement for 50
years.
The documentary, in theaters and
streaming on Hulu, shows leading black
musicians of that era playing rhythm and
blues, pop, jazz, rock ’n’ roll, and even a
chunk of gospel music to mostly standing
crowds. Children sit on parents’ shoul-

CRUELLA: DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC.; SUMMER OF SOUL: SEARCHLIGHT PICTURES
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ders, teens perch on tree branches, and
bell-bottomed singles sway to the tunes.
(The documentary, which includes interviews of festival performers and attendees, has a PG-13 rating for brief swearing,
disturbing images, and drug references.)
The 1960s, as the film notes, were
turbulent times with civil rights and Vietnam War protests, increased drug use,
and assassinations of John and Robert
Kennedy, Malcolm X, and Martin Luther
King Jr. The Harlem concert series
included performances by B.B. King,
Herbie Mann, Gladys Knight and the Pips,
Sly and the Family Stone, the 5th Dimension, and Stevie Wonder, then 19 years
old, jamming on drums and keyboard.
Familiar tunes in the film include “I
Heard It Through the Grapevine,” “My
Girl,” and “Aquarius/Let the Sunshine
In.” The festival’s gospel segments
included Pops Staples and the Staples
Singers belting out “Help Me Jesus,”
Mahalia Jackson performing “Search Me
Lord,” and the Edwin Hawkins Singers
in lime green dresses singing “Oh Happy
Day.”
But a young Jesse Jackson says from
the stage, “It does not really matter who
your God is—whether you call him Allah
… Buddha, Jehovah, Elohim-Yahweh …”
Those who think America’s racial
tensions are worse now than a half century ago should note performer Nina
Simone reading a poem that includes the
lines, “Are you ready to kill if necessary?
Are you ready to smash white things?
Are you ready to burn buildings?”
Another vintage clip shows a young
black man spouting rhetoric similar to
some extremist threats today: “There is
no need to go to Vietnam and shoot
somebody a honky says is your enemy.
We’re gonna shoot the cops who are
shooting our black brothers in the back
in this country.”
Such anti-authority attitudes permeated much of the country, not just black
culture, during this era. Film director
Ahmir “Questlove” Thompson’s choice
of interviewees suggest he wants us not
only to enjoy the music but to recognize
cultural flashpoints that have seemingly
changed little in 50 years.
07.31.2 1
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A sorrowful
history
Books on abortion
by Marvin Olasky

For the backstory of this list, see p. 76.
Magda Denes’ In Necessity and Sorrow:
Life and Death in an Abortion Hospital (Basic, 1976) is a journalistic feat by
a psychiatrist who barely survived the
Holocaust. Denes hung around for
months at a New York
City abortion center
and describes what
she saw: “I look inside
the bucket in front of
me. There is a small
naked person in there
floating in a bloody
liquid—plainly the
tragic victim of a drowning accident. But
then perhaps this was no accident,
because the body is purple with bruises.”
Denes had seen so much brutality as a
child that the sorrow, guilt, and horror
of the abortion killing fields seemed natural to her, and she thought the regime
of legal abortion to be inevitable.
Clarke Forsythe’s Abuse of Discretion:
The Inside Story of Roe v. Wade
(Encounter, 2013) shows why the United
States is one of only four countries (along
with China, North Korea, and Canada)
that allow abortion at any time before
birth: The Supreme Court made a sweeping change without adequate research
and analysis. Justice
Harry Blackmun’s
decision depended
largely on history, but
he depended on a
recently published law
journal article that got
basic facts wrong.
“Viability” had an
26
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important role in the decision, but it was
not an issue in lower courts or in oral
arguments, and the justices addressed it
only one or two months before announcing the decision. Even abortion proponents find Roe intellectually embarrassing.
Unlike those commentators who analyze
the abortion battle as one of gender,
class, and race, Anne Hendershott in The
Politics of Abortion (Encounter, 2006)
shows that it reflects deeply held and
often incompatible moral commitments,
which is why abortion disputes are not
easily compromised or resolved in courts.
She examines the cultural and judicial
shift that led to rampant abortion and the
transformation of the
Democratic Party
from a New Deal coalition to an abortion
advocacy group: Apart
from Roe v. Wade, it’s
unlikely that either
Ronald Reagan or George W. Bush would
have been elected president. Hendershott
illuminates the targeting of minorities,
the politics of Hollywood, and the civil
war about abortion within Catholicism.
Cynthia Gorney, author of Articles of
Faith: A Frontline History of the Abortion Wars (Touchstone, 1998), worked
at The Washington Post and did not separate herself from its abortion advocacy,
but she’s an excellent reporter who shows
accurately and evocatively the personalities on both sides of the battle and the
reservations they had. For example, Gorney describes a first-trimester abortionist, Michael S. Freiman, learning how to
do second-trimester killings by watching
a fellow abortionist do
one. Suddenly “a small
arm with a hand on it
dropped into the surgical pan. … He felt
momentarily short of
air, as though someone had punched him
hard in the stomach.
… What was wrong with him? Why was
he suddenly thinking about Nazi Germany?”

Bookmarks

The old book I recommend:
Elizabeth Evans’ The Abuse
of Maternity (Forgotten
Books, 2017 edition).
Some abortion advocates
say “post-abortion syndrome” is a myth recently
created by abortion opponents, but feminist Evans in
1875 wrote about the effects
of abortions on women who
had them a decade or two
earlier. One woman, she
reported, was “wild with
regret at my folly in rejecting
the (alas! only once-proffered) gift of offspring.”
Another woman described
how her “thoughts were
filled with imaginings as to
what might have been the
worth of that child’s individuality.” She said she never
“read of an accident by land
or by water, or of a critical
moment in battle, or of a
good cause lost through lack
of a brave defender, but my
heart whispered, ‘He might
have been there to help and
save.’”
Evans concluded that
since there is “grief for the
loss of an infant at birth, how
much more terrible, then,
must be … the keen pangs of
a speedily-awakened
remorse!” —M.O.
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The dollars and sense
of America’s challenges
Four books look for diagnoses and solutions
by Timothy Lamer

on the daunting challenges many Americans
in poverty face—even on matters as basic as
safe drinking water. The weakness comes
from the authors’ political blinders: They
never consider the idea that the rise of outof-wedlock childbirth (caused at least in part
by welfare dependency) may play a role in
poverty, or that the mass immigration of
low-skilled workers may be driving down
wages for poor Americans. The authors
assume the state writing checks to poor
Americans will cure poverty and offer little
hope of a pathway out of such dependency.
The Tyranny of Big Tech by Josh Hawley:
Sen. Hawley, R-Mo., sees today’s big tech
behemoths (Amazon, Facebook, Google,
Twitter) as following in the footsteps of the
big trusts of the early 20th century. Like the
trusts, Hawley writes, big tech is undermining Americans’ historic freedoms—defined
as not only being left alone but being independent and having a say in the affairs of
government free from elite power and control. Hawley’s description of big tech’s power
and its lack of concern for Americans’ privacy is chilling, and some of his ideas for
reform cry out for passage: He not only
wants to break up the tech monopolies but
change the way they do business. He also
describes how families can protect themselves from big tech.

The Whiteness of Wealth by Dorothy A. Brown: Brown argues the
U.S. tax system favors wealthier taxpayers (who are disproportionately white) over less wealthy taxpayers (who are disproportionately
black). Brown’s analysis leaves out the Asian groups that make more
money than whites—perhaps because a book titled The Indianness
of Wealth wouldn’t pack the same ideological punch. Still, Brown
makes a compelling case that several parts of the tax system are
unfair, such as the mortgage interest deduction and the tax penalty
on hardship withdrawals from retirement accounts. Brown doesn’t
address the idea of a national sales tax, but moving to a system that
taxes consumption (with rebates for poor Americans) instead of
income would fix much of the tax code’s unfairness.
Broke in America by Joanne Samuel Goldblum and Colleen Shaddox: The strength of this book is the authors’ street-level reporting

Last Best Hope by George Packer: This
book has plenty about it not to like: Republican corruption concerns Packer, but Democratic corruption—Hunter Biden; IRS
attacks on the tea party, and so forth—
largely gets a pass. He also assumes, rather
than proves, racism among Trump supporters. But the book is worth reading because
of Packer’s insights into the country’s division into four camps: what he calls “Free
America” (the conservative-libertarian
right); “Real America” (small-town Trump
voters); “Smart America” (the professional
elites); and “Just America” (the BLM left).
Readers don’t have to agree with every
Packer critique of their particular camp to
see that many are painfully on target. His
prescriptions for the economy come largely
from the liberal playbook, although, interestingly, he sounds a lot like Hawley on
monopolies. Is a broad-based movement
growing to take on big tech?
07.31.2 1
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Afterword

Friendship features

Four picture books for young children
by World Journalism Institute students

The Best Place in the World by Petr Horácek: In this story,
Hare’s friends try to convince him that their meadow is the best
place in the world. Bear loves the honey from the bees. Duck
likes swimming in the stream. But Hare knows that other places
have streams and honey, too. At Owl’s suggestion, Hare travels
over mountains, by rivers, through fields, to the sea, searching for the best place. Vivid mixed-media illustrations show
these locations. Finally, lying under the stars, Hare realizes he
had it all along: “The best place in the world is where your friends are.” (Ages 3-7)
—Lauren Dunn

Baby Moses in a Basket by Caryn Yacowitz: Curious Ibis.
Mama Hippo. Mighty Crocodile. This fresh perspective on a
familiar Bible story features multiple animals that help baby
Moses on his Nile River journey. This approach shows children
that God’s creation is a gift to humanity and teaches them
the many ways God watches over and cares for them. The
simple yet beautiful lyrical poetry and Julie Downing’s soothing wildlife illustrations give both adults and children a sense
of God’s peace. It’s a creative retelling that parents and children can read together
again and again. (Ages 2-5) —Lauren Vanden Bosch
Slow Samson by Bethany Christou: Samson the sloth has a
problem. He gets invited to lots of parties, but he always arrives
late: He’s slow—and too busy helping friends along the way.
When Samson hurries, he isn’t there when his friends need
him—and he’s still too slow. One day, his friends plan a party
even Samson can be on time for. In this story about friendship
and failure, joy and despair, children learn the value of kindness
and taking time for others—but not the importance of punctuality. Bright and cheery jungle scenes lighten the mood. (Ages 3-7) —Chloe Baker
Phoebe Dupree Is Coming to Tea! by Linda Ashman: Abby
creates a perfect tea party that goes horribly wrong. She prepares the table meticulously but spills the treats, destroying
the table in the process. But Phoebe doesn’t judge her, and
they become better friends because of it. Abby learns an
important lesson: Messing up is OK. Alea Marley’s colorful,
digital illustrations look like paper dolls, and the poetic, lilting
style makes the book easy to read. It brings high tea down to
a little girl’s world and teaches that you don’t have to be p
 erfect
to make friends. (Ages 3-7) —Mary Muncy
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In My Day With the Panye
(Candlewick, 2021), Tami
Charles depicts a young
Haitian girl longing to wear
a panye like her Manman
(mother) as they walk to the
market. She discovers the
secret to balancing the
heavy basket: perseverance.
—Stephanie Morton

Hope Lim’s I Am a Bird
(Candlewick, 2021) features
a young girl singing like a
bird as she pretends to fly
from her perch on her
father’s bike. She smiles at
everyone she passes until a
strange woman in a blue
coat doesn’t smile back. The
simple story prompts questions about seeing past differences. —Addie Michaelian
In Elizabeth Rusch’s Zee
Grows a Tree (Candlewick,
2021), a girl and a Douglas
fir seedling grow up
together. Will Hillenbrand’s
mixed-media illustrations
show the girl caring for her
tree: pruning, watering, and
protecting it during a
drought. Each page displays
a text box with facts about
Douglas firs. —Chloe Hendon
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AN
ANNUAL ASSESSMENT

Q&A

Forecasting tensions with China and Russia

GEORGE FRIEDMAN, now 72, is the
chairman
of Geopolitical Futures and
MARVIN
the author of books including The
OLASKY
Next 100 Years and The Storm Before
INTERVIEWS
the Calm. He does not share the
GEORGE
worldview that I and most WORLD
FRIEDMAN
readers have, but many of his forecasts have been both provocative and
accurate. Here’s an edited and tightened version of our interview last month in my home in Austin.

George, we’ve averaged one interview a year since 2009, so our
readers and I know your belief that geography counts more than
personality, and material pressures more than ideas. Barack
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Obama, Donald Trump, and Joe Biden
are certainly rhetorically different: How
do you compare their foreign policies?

Their foreign policies are identical.
Obama set three goals for the United
States: withdraw from the Middle East,
confront China, contain Russia. Trump
came in with the same three priorities:
withdraw, confront, contain. Presidential
speeches are like diapers: The words
change regularly, but the babies don’t.
Biden has to deal with the same three
problems. He doesn’t have a choice. Saying, “I’m not going to confront China,
I’m instead going to confront Antarctica,”
is not an option.
ILLUSTRATION BY BRAM VANHAEREN

7/8/21 11:53 AM

On the role of individuals in history: Was
Xi Jinping’s intensified dictatorship
inevitable in China? Xi Jinping has been

You’re saying it’s certain the Biden
administration would go to war with
China over Taiwan? The U.S. has to do

Xi has isolated China? He’s had to crush

Doesn’t the Democratic Party tilt toward
pacifism? Bill Clinton bombed Belgrade

a catastrophe for China. The Chinese
live by exporting goods. If they don’t
export goods, they’re really hosed. One
of the amazingly stupid things they did—
the United States was their biggest customer. When you’re in business, basic
rule: Do not tick off your biggest customer. They did.

a rebellion in Hong Kong, which he’s
losing as a financial center. He has alienated Europe. He has alienated Australia,
China’s main supplier of raw materials.
He has not a single ally in the world
except Pakistan, and that’s against India.
Not a single other country, including
Russia, is committed to helping China,
and the Russians can’t help anyway
because they have a ground force, not
much of a naval force.
We don’t hear much of that in the American press. We hear about a possible

invasion of Taiwan: That requires
amphibious warfare China is not ready
for. Biden’s national security advisers
tell him it’s important to keep China
from getting into the western Pacific.
We hear Biden is senile, stupid, and
incapable of working: We’ve heard that
concerning just about every American
president. But the institution of the
United States functions: The war plan
that’s in place will have more influence
on what’s being done than anything
else.
What’s the war plan? Let’s look first at

the context. China is in a terrible geographic position. Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan, Philippines, Indonesia, Singapore, Vietnam, India, and Australia are
all arrayed against it. China faces a string
of islands that have choke points. Invade
Taiwan? China has six amphibious transports: They go 20 knots. They’re wide
open for American strikes. We can see
them with drones, we can see them from
space, we can see them in a lot of ways.
These ships have to shuttle back and
forth, and the assumption is the United
States is going to sit there and say, “That
sure is good”?

something, because the massive coalition
we’ve built against China depends on
American guarantees: If we don’t come
through, the Japanese are going to go
away, the South Koreans are going to cut
a deal, the Philippines are always on the
edge of something.

JOE BIDEN
WOULDN’T GIVE UP
TAIWAN BECAUSE
THE INSTITUTIONAL
STRUCTURE, THE
WAR PLAN—THE
UNITED STATES
HAS PLANS FOR
EVERY WAR WITH
EVERYBODY—
CALLS FOR
HOLDING FIRM.

for 60 days on behalf of Bosnian independence, a cause we’d never heard of.
Obama went to war in Libya. The Vietnam War started with Kennedy and Johnson, both Democrats. Democratic
politicians, as opposed to Democratic
loudmouths, understand their place in
history will be judged by what they lost
and gained. Joe Biden wouldn’t give up
Taiwan because the institutional structure, the war plan—the United States has
plans for every war with everybody—
calls for holding firm.
But the Democratic Party has changed a
lot since the Lyndon Johnson days. We

heard about the pacifism of the Clinton
administration and of Obama—but he
was one of the most ruthless appliers of
war. So you can say it’s different, but I
see no evidence.

The Clinton battle against Serbia was
against a little guy. Losing the western

Pacific would be catastrophic for the
United States. Biden, given his age, probably doesn’t have another election to win.
So the probability that he wants to go
down in history as the president who
gave up what we won after Pearl Harbor
is not great.
Are the Chinese boxed in? When the Sovi-

ets were boxed in, they tried to break
out by putting missiles in Cuba. The
logical move for the Chinese to make
regarding Taiwan is to get a stronger
negotiating position with the United
States. For that, they need some chips.
A Chinese deal with Venezuela? No, that

doesn’t bother us. Cuba does. Cuba has
two straits near it, north and south. If
those two straits are closed, the ports
07.31.2 1
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Let’s talk about another dictator, Vladimir
Putin. What if Russian hackers take out
a bunch of our pipelines in the winter?

of New Orleans and Houston are closed.
Those are two of the most important
ports we have. The Chinese worry that
we’ll close their ports along their eastern
coast. Looking to bargain? That would
be the bargain.
What about their investment in Argentina? We’ve seen a lot of Chinese invest-

ment in Argentina, but that doesn’t mean
anything: Argentina can nationalize it.
China’s only military move was offering
to sell three fighter aircraft to Argentina,
which denied making a deal after the U.S.
delegation showed up and promised
heaven and earth, which will be delivered
shortly.
OK, Cuba. The Cuban regime wants to

survive. It doesn’t know if it’s strong
enough to survive. It would probably take
a risk. If the Chinese were able to put submarines into Cuba and use that base to
close off the two straits, then come negotiations. China: We don’t want you fooling
around with our ports, and you don’t want
us in your ports. Let’s make a deal.
So, another Cuban missile crisis? The

Russians tried it in 1962 and the result
was not pleasant for them, but a Chinese
submarine base in Cuba would worry us.
It’s easier to take out missile bases than
submarines. If we went to war, with submarines roaming that area, key ports will
be closed for a long time.

Cyberwarfare goes both ways. The United
States, where every 12-year-old used to
be a hacker, is capable of taking on the
Russians. But they know how to hit us
psychologically: take out a power line,
something that affects consumers.
What did Biden say to Putin when they
met in Geneva? “Hi, how you doing?”

Nothing was going to come from this
particular summit. We held it to show we
could hold a summit. Putin sounds off to
Biden. Biden comes out of it looking like
a statesman. What’s interesting is our
redeployment of air defense systems out
of the Middle East. Where do they go?
How about Ukraine? The rumor was that
Israel would sell Iron Dome, its great air
defense system, to the Ukrainians. It did
not, and the Ukrainians can’t afford it.
But that means somebody is talking
about deploying a system.
What would happen if the United States
deployed a system there? Checkmate on

Putin, who has massed his armored
armies all around the Russia-Ukraine
border. He can’t attack unless he has
command of the air. He’s got to keep the
missiles, aircraft, and F-16s we have in
Incirlik, Turkey, off their backs.

How good are the Russian forces? I was

involved in Cold War planning. The
Russians had an extraordinary number
of tanks available, but afterward we
discovered they couldn’t supply them—
that’s a lot of gasoline—and the drivers
were mostly drunk. We always look at
the hardware the enemy has. We imagine it’s manned by people like us: obsessive technocrats, people who have
spent a career learning their tasks. It’s
not. The human factor determines the
outcome of wars more than anything
else.
You’ve said Putin’s regime can’t last.
Who’s going to overthrow him? I suspect

the country will fragment. Russians are
doing the same thing they did in the
1980s: increasing defense expenditures
but not building their economy. In Russian villages teachers aren’t being paid.
The Soviet collapse in the 1980s began
with not being able to pay many government workers, including doctors. Russia
is vulnerable, and Putin, a KGB man, is
desperately searching for a lever to stabilize Russia—but he has national and
strategic imperatives without the
resources to support them.
—We’ll run George Friedman’s analysis of other
hot spots later this year. WORLD interns Carolina
Lumetta and Grace Snell contributed to interview
editing.

Why isn’t China already doing this? I

don’t know. I suspect the leaders don’t
want to go that far. They know Americans
have a habit of overreacting. From their
vantage point, we don’t just go to war.
We go insane. The Chinese fought with
us in Korea and saw what we did to the
Chinese army. Vietnam was a crazy war
for the U.S., and from that the Chinese
deduced we’re crazy. But so long as they
don’t make a move into Cuba, which I
have not been able to detect, I don’t take
the Taiwan threats seriously, because
that’s not where you fight the war. You’ve
got to find a lever on us. They don’t have
one, but they could get one.
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LESSON

1

1 Home on the road
2 Footgolf
3 Captain Tom’s help
4 Stamp puzzle

Clear the way! There is
a house coming through.

It is tricky to
move a house.

Tim Brown must love his house.
He did not sell it. He had it moved!
Up on rollers the old house went.
It rolled slowly along. Watch out!
It came to rest six blocks away.

Imogen Papworth-Heidel
juggles a soccer ball to
raise funds for frontline
workers in the UK.

Nice and easy . . .
The movers had to
be very careful.

READ MORE

page 16

The six-bedroom house was built 139 years ago on Franklin Street in San Francisco, California.
Owner Tim Brown had it moved six blocks to Fulton Street. House mover Phil Joy said that trees
were trimmed, power lines were lifted up, parking meters were ripped out, and traffic signs
were taken down before the move. You could walk faster than the house crept along.
Mr. Brown paid thousands of dollars to have his house moved. Proverbs 24:3 reminds us,
“By wisdom a house is built, and by understanding it is established.”
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Two albums question the status quo
by Arsenio Orteza

Morrison

W
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HEN I HEARD the next couple of things that he put out,”
said Eric Clapton in a recent interview, “I thought, This
man is fearless!”
The man to whom Clapton was referring was Van
Morrison, and the “next couple of things” were the
bear-poking anti-lockdown songs that Morrison released
last year.
None of those appear on Morrison’s new woefully—
and, make no mistake, willfully—mischaracterized
28-track album Latest Record Project Volume 1 (BMG/
Exile). But their pugilistic spirit animates the whole.
Morrison hasn’t sounded this lively or inspired in the
studio since—well, maybe ever.
The reasons for its mostly antagonistic reviews are
obvious. Practically anyone who questions the wisdom
of lockdowns or mask-wearing and calls such measures
“government overreach”—as Morrison does—gets
instantly branded as a conspiracy theorist, a “denier,”
or worse, as Morrison has.
Leaving aside the half-dozen songs inspired by his
2018 divorce and the 10 or so that would’ve fit seamlessly
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“I KNOW T H EY D O A H A RD JOB . I JU ST WA N T TO M A KE S U R E TH IS N EVER H APPEN S AGAIN.” Rapper Zuby after police mistakenly held him at gunpoint in 2008.

Not-so-pop(ular)
music

onto, and improved, almost any of his
other albums, the cut that most clearly
unlocks the project
is the shuffling
“Where Have All the
Rebels Gone?” (featuring on guitar an
uncredited Eric
Clapton, who has
spoken against vaccines after receiving
them).
“Were they really all that tough?”
sings Morrison about go-along-to-getalong fellow rock ’n’ rollers. “Or was it
just a PR stunt?” The many songs with
“the media” in their crosshairs cohere
into one big pushback against the contemporary groupthink that Morrison says
plagues his industry after lockdowns
halted live performances.
While Morrison’s focus could portend
monotony, he comes at his theme from
so many musical and conceptual angles
that the album’s two hours and seven
minutes fly. From the blues and the country to the Avalon soul and the Bo Diddley
beats (and don’t forget the song called
“Why Are You on Facebook?”), tedium
doesn’t stand a chance.
Joining Morrison on the fearlessness
front is the Oxford-educated, U.K.-based
commonsense warrior Zuby, who as an
author, a YouTuber, and a refreshingly
profanity-free rapper represents a welcome and intelligent
quadruple threat to
hegemonic wokeness.
His new Kickstarter-funded
album Word of Zuby
condenses the ideas about which he
writes, tweets, and podcasts into rapid-fire rhymes set to woofer-rattling
beats. And while many of his concerns
echo Morrison’s, Zuby is both more specific (abortion, drag-queen story hour,
open borders, virtue signaling, Hollywood, CRT, and BLM populate his shooting gallery) and, because of his Christian
faith, more spiritual.
“The system’s gonna crush you if you
don’t make the decisions,” goes a typical
couplet. “So I put my faith in God, I don’t
put faith in politicians.”
The takeaway: Zuby’s latest record
project is worth investing in as well.
ROB BLACKHAM/CAMERA PRESS/REDUX
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Sentimental
sounds
Noteworthy new or
recent releases
by Arsenio Orteza

Songs of Faith: Glaubenslieder by
Bending Times: The program—a dozen
vintage Lutheran hymns, an Austrian
Christmas carol, a Bach cantata, and a
Lutheran-hymn-based passacaglia—
might lead one to think that Christian
Grosch (piano),
Toralf Schrader
(double bass), and
Enno Lange (drums)
are merely picking
up where Jacque
Loussier left off, giving familiar circa-Baroque-era melodies
the jazz-trio treatment. One, however,
would be wrong. As the combo’s name
suggests, there’s a lot of “bending” going
on, of both melodies and time signatures,
all of it sparkling and much of it playful.
Discovering that what begins like something from a Vince Guaraldi Peanuts
soundtrack is actually “A Mighty Fortress
Is Our God” is rather fun.
Déjà Vu (50th Anniversary Deluxe
Edition) by Crosby, Stills, Nash &
Young: This four-disc box is noteworthy
mainly for how overrated it makes the
album at its core seem. Not only has every
song that isn’t “Helpless,” “Our House,”
“Teach Your Children Well,” and “Woodstock” aged badly, but the outtakes (Disc
3) deserve to be outtakes, and the demos
(Disc 2) are obviously demos. Only
with Disc 4—an
all-alternate-takes
version of the original LP that replaces “Country Girl” and
“Everybody I Love You” with “Know You

Got To Run”—does the project become
interesting. Incredibly, “Almost Cut My
Hair” is less insufferable at 10 minutes
than it is at five because doubling the
amount of music creates the illusion of
halving the lyrics.
Gentle Man by Rory Feek: Feek’s first
album since his wife Joey’s death has
Americana Grammy written all over it,
and not just because his Joey-missing
opener “Me and the Blues” and Sandy
Emory Lawrence’s
Joey-mourning
closer “One Angel”
make it a sentimental favorite. As moving as those songs
are, they have stiff
competition—namely from Phillip Coleman’s “Out on a Limb,” the Grascals’
“Satan and Grandma,” Tim Johnson’s
“What You Gonna Do With That Broken
Heart,” and Feek’s own Gideon Bible testament “Met Him in a Hotel Room.”
There’s even artistic sequencing—following the title cut (a salute to old-fashioned
gallantry) with “The Times They Are
A-Changin’” gives both songs fresh
meaning.
Teresa de Ávila by John Zorn, feat.
Bill Frisell, Julian Lage, Gyan Riley:
It’s hard to believe that as one of the
world’s most prolific composer-musicians
John Zorn has time to immerse himself
in the works of the
16th-century Carmelite nun after
whom this final
installment in his
instrumental acoustic-guitar-trio pieces
inspired by Catholic mystics is named.
And maybe he doesn’t—the only obvious
one-to-one correspondence between
music and title is “Marrano,” and even
Arnold I. Davidson’s prolix liner notes
lack specific references to Teresa of Ávila’s writings. So concentrate instead on
the specificity of Frisell, Lage, and Riley’s
concurrent notes, runs, and strums, the
intricate interweaving of which can be a
kind of, or at least a kind of preparation
for, prayer.

Encore

Richie Furay’s 50th
Anniversary: Return to
the Troubadour/
Deliverin’ Again is two
semicentennial celebrations in one. Recorded in
2018, it commemorates
the 1968 Troubadour
debut of Furay’s first
post–Buffalo Springfield
band, Poco (with some
Springfield and solo
Furay for good measure).
Released in 2021, it commemorates the 1971
release of Poco’s first live
album, Deliverin’, which
gets re-created in its
entirety, right down to
the no-smoking
announcement and the
shout-out to the “good
guys.”
Listeners just making
this music’s acquaintance are directed to the
tracks “We Were
Dreamers,” a song about
Poco that accurately situates the group’s sound
somewhere between
“redneck” and “hippy,”
and “Wake Up My Soul,”
a rousingly Psalm-like
prayer that doubles as a
reminder of Furay’s
Christian faith.
Longtime Poco fans
who wonder why
Deliverin’ sounds better
than before are directed
to the vocal contributions of Furay’s daughter
Jesse. (Also available on
DVD) —A.O.
07.31.2 1
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Obstacle after
obstacle
A simple prayer for a
complicated Haiti

I

F YOU EVER WADE into the ocean off the shores
north of Port-au-Prince, you might forget you’re
in the poorest nation in the Western Hemisphere.
The water is calm and clear and turquoise, and
on the right day, you can scoop up bright white
sand dollars from the ocean floor.
Turn around and it’s still beautiful—with
mountains rising in the distance, evoking a Haitian proverb spoken in Creole: “Dèyè mòn gen mòn.” It
roughly translates: “Beyond mountains there are mountains.” It roughly means: After one set of obstacles,
there’s always another.
No doubt, millions of Haitians feel surrounded by
mountains of obstacles after the assassination of President Jovenel Moïse on July 7. The murder came after
at least three years of political unrest involving the
controversial leader and after decades of often-violent
turmoil in the Caribbean nation.
A missionary contact wrote an email the day after
the assassination, saying it was hard to see a way out
of the political crisis and increasing insecurity: “Thankful we can pray.”
Alerts about the increasing insecurity from Haitian
pastors have landed in my inbox for the last couple of
years. They spoke of the political turmoil and national
problems, but often ended with simple requests: Pray
the road will be safe enough to walk to church on Sunday. Even when periods passed without serious trouble,
beyond mountains there were mountains.
Nearly a year ago, a beloved Presbyterian pastor
was gunned down on his way to grab more books for
a class he was teaching. The Haitian minister had been
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“THOSE WHO TRUST
IN THE LORD ARE LIKE
MOUNT ZION, WHICH
CANNOT BE MOVED, BUT
ABIDES FOREVER.”

involved in work with orphans, a school, a medical
clinic, and training pastors to serve local churches for
some 17 years.
Last year also marked the 10th anniversary of the
massive 2010 earthquake that devastated Port-au-Prince
and surrounding areas. The quake launched a massive
international relief effort that helped short-term needs
but fell far short of spurring lasting change.
Associated Press journalist Jonathan Katz, on site
during and after the quake, wrote a 2013 book with a
blunt title: The Big Truck That Went By: How the World
Came To Save Haiti and Left Behind a Disaster.
As U.S. officials contemplate how to aid Haiti during
its current crisis, past failures offer as many questions
as answers for effective ways to approach what seems
like an intractable problem on a continual loop.
Perhaps Christians can start with something simple:
Next Sunday, while you’re driving to morning worship,
pray that the roads in Haiti will be safe enough for your
brothers and sisters to walk to church.
It’s what many missionaries and pastors in Haiti
want most: healthy, vibrant local churches full of men,
women, and children growing in the Lord and bringing
good to their families and communities, whatever the
current crisis swirling around them.
It takes tremendous perseverance, but Haitians
know about that too. A little more than a week after
the 2010 earthquake, I stood in a makeshift clinic in a
church near Port-au-Prince during a Sunday morning
service. Blood still stained the concrete floor. I watched
men and women who had undergone hasty amputations
of legs and arms just days earlier raise partial limbs in
praise during worship.
Beyond mountains there are mountains, but one
Haitian pastor began an update on the most recent
chaos with a different reminder about the mountains
he can see rising in the distance: “Those who trust in
the Lord are like Mount Zion, which cannot be moved,
but abides forever. As the mountains surround Jerusalem, so the Lord surrounds His people, from this time
forth and forevermore.”
EMAIL jdean@wng.org TWITTER @deanworldmag
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A DECADE OF
DESTRUCTION
Syria’s ongoing civil war, now in its
10th year, is shaping a generation to
imagine nothing but war
BY MINDY BELZ
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Members of the Syria Civil
Defence search for victims
or survivors of a reported
airstrike in the rubble
of a collapsed building.
ANAS ALKHARBOUTLI/
PICTURE-ALLIANCE/DPA/AP
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TRY TELLING SYRIAN
mothers giving birth that
the civil war there isn’t
newsworthy. For some
observers, the 10-year
conflict has fallen off the
radar. But at a hospital in
the city of Afrin, those who
weren’t killed after rocket
fire destroyed a labor-anddelivery unit struggle to
survive.
Each month about 350
mothers give birth at
al-Shifaa Hospital, a facility
that treats 1,000 patients a
day. The June 12 attack
began Saturday evening,
when wards and hallways
are less crowded. Yet whoever was behind it began
by targeting nearby residences, sending dozens of
injured to the hospital just
as it came under fire.
40
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Two missiles hit main wards, crashing in the roof
of the emergency room as bloody residents from the
neighborhood arrived.
“We received a large number of injured civilians,
including a deceased person,” said Muhammad, a radiology technician wounded in the blasts. An upturned
empty wheelchair, he said, was all that was left where
he had just talked with a disabled boy, whose body was
suddenly buried beneath rubble.
The attack injured about 50 people and killed 22,
11 inside the hospital. The dead include infants, young
children and their mothers, medical staff, and paramedics. The rocket fire destroyed the emergency room,
labor-and-delivery unit, and an outpatient clinic.
This was the second time this year rocket fire targeted the hospital, even though the United Nations
includes it in its “deconfliction arrangement.” The UN

ANAS ALKHARBOUTLI/PICTURE-ALLIANCE/DPA/AP
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shares coordinates for it plus other hospitals, schools,
and the like with warring parties in a bid to protect
them.
Syrians themselves throughout more than 10 years
of war have been its most expendable resource. The
regime of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, after suffering defeats to the Free Syrian Army, ISIS, and other
Islamic terror groups, has clawed its way back with
combat support from Iran and Russia, which joined
the conflict in 2015. Today Assad controls two-thirds
of the country, but war itself—and Assad and his allies’
choking off of humanitarian aid—means the overwhelming toll on the civilian population has eased
little.
“This would’ve been a much, much bigger disaster
on a regular working day,” said Mufaddal Hamadeh, a
Chicago-based oncologist and president of the Syrian

American Medical Society (SAMS), the international
nongovernmental organization that runs al-Shifaa. SAMS
plans to rebuild the facility, but for now it’s off-line.
HALF A MILLION SYRIANS have died in the war, which
has forced more than half of its 22 million people to
flee their homes. The UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR)
estimates 6.7 million Syrians are displaced inside Syria,
while 6.6 million are refugees spread throughout the
Middle East and the world. That upheaval, arguably
the world’s worst ongoing human catastrophe, constitutes Syria’s “silent war” for survival.

A man inspects the damage at al-Shifaa Hospital in Afrin,
a northern Syrian town controlled by Turkish-backed
rebels, a day after it was reportedly hit by a rocket attack
launched by the Syrian government.
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Earlier this year the UN special envoy indefinitely
suspended peace talks in Geneva, a failed 15-month
process between the Assad government and opposition
groups. Since that time violent attacks and hardships,
particularly in the north where Afrin is, have increased.
Three U.S. administrations have struggled to come
up with a comprehensive policy on Syria. President
Barack Obama by summer 2011 was calling for Assad’s
ouster (and the U.S. ambassador actually met with rebel
groups). But the rise of ISIS in Syria complicated the
picture: The coalition fighting to defeat ISIS under
Obama and later President Donald Trump put the
United States in effect on the same side of the war as
Assad. And U.S. forces found themselves sharing military
coordinates with the Russians, and by extension Syria.
U.S. troops still remain in northern Syria as part of the
campaign to defeat ISIS.
Russia has taken a determined lead to block
cross-border humanitarian aid to contested areas—just
as aid groups say it’s needed most. A second wave of
COVID-19 is sweeping the country, with the number of
new cases per day doubling from April. The disease
outbreak comes also as Turkey began using its dams
along the Euphrates River to restrict water supply to
northern Syria. Since February it’s cut water supplies
for whole cities. Its flow is so low, the river has become
contaminated. Health officials warn of potential cholera
outbreaks and already are seeing an increase in waterborne illnesses.
If there’s one rule in the Syrian War, it’s that any
rules of engagement are there to be broken. Russia quit
the UN’s deconfliction arrangement a year ago, and its
regime-backing forces are suspected for most attacks
on hospitals and schools.
Hamadeh visited the damaged al-Shifaa in late June
and met with victims’ families. “This attack was very
painful because it was so unexpected,” he told me by
phone from Turkey. “There was a relatively calm period
over the last year, and Afrin is a Turkey-protected area.
People thought they would be protected there. Now
they are filled with fear again.”
Many in the area, including hospital workers, came
from Ghouta after escaping the Damascus suburb where
rebels took up positions early in the war. A sarin gas attack
in Ghouta killed 1,400 residents in 2013, and it remained
under daily government bombardments for years.
Among the SAMS staff killed at al-Shifaa, two women
escaped rocket fire before. Rana Manfoukh, 44, came
to Afrin from al-Maara south of Idlib, where she worked
at a Doctors Without Borders hospital. She barely survived a missile attack by Russian and Syrian forces in
2016. In Afrin she cared for three nieces who’d lost their
parents in the war. Now, they and six others will be in
the care of Manfoukh’s brother, who is disabled with
shrapnel wounds.
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Members of the Syria Civil Defence take part in a protest
to demand the extension of its mandate for the entry of
humanitarian aid into northwestern Syria.

There’s a reason the collateral damage seems unending, said Hamadeh. “The perpetrators, whoever they
are, feel safe, and they feel that they can act with total
impunity because they’ve seen umpteen other attacks
happen and nothing is done. There is no accountability,
and there is rarely an investigation.”
International law makes targeting hospitals intentionally or recklessly a war crime. Yet more than 600
hospitals have been attacked since the start of the war,
according to Physicians for Human Rights. The group
tracked independent investigations and local media
reports showing that Syrian government or Russian
forces carried out 541 of those attacks.
“We expect this to continue,” said Alexandra Matei,
spokeswoman for World Vision, which partners with
SAMS at al-Shifaa and runs other programs in Aleppo
and Idlib provinces. Workers throughout the area are
seeing increases in attacks targeting health and education infrastructure, halting some of their work, Matei
said. “Nowhere is safe, I have to admit, in Syria.”
ANAS ALKHARBOUTLI/PICTURE-ALLIANCE/DPA/AP IMAGES
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Hours before a July 10 deadline, Russia voted with
other members of the UN Security Council to extend
the aid operation for up to 12 more months. But, bowing to Russian demands, keeping the crossing open
has to be renewed again in six months, at the height
of winter. That compromise required high-level diplomacy from the United States. Top U.S. diplomats visited
Bab al-Hawa leading up to the vote, and President Joe
Biden raised the issue in a June 16 summit with Russian
President Vladimir Putin. Said U.S. Ambassador to the
UN Linda Thomas-Greenfield: “Without cross-border
access, more Syrians will die.”
More than 1,000 trucks a month transport food,
medicine (including COVID-19 vaccines), and other
supplies through Bab al-Hawa. In the last year, UN
officers and NGOs say they’ve seen no trucks from
Damascus cross factional lines to reach the same areas.
“At the moment no vaccines, no medical supplies

“WITHOUT
CROSS-BORDER
ACCESS,
MORE SYRIANS
WILL DIE.”

THE ESCALATION, AID ORGANIZERS BELIEVE, is part
of Russia’s showdown with UN Security Council counterparts—including the United States—over getting aid
into Syria.
Russian officials have used their veto power on the
UN Security Council to restrict cross-border delivery
of humanitarian goods into areas that need it most,
arguing that it infringes on Syria’s sovereignty. As Assad
has retaken much of the country, the Russians want
Damascus to manage all aid operations.
Yet the Assad regime throughout the war has
blocked aid to so-called opposition areas, depriving
critical supplies to civilian populations that largely are
unaligned with rebels and terror groups. Many such
areas have suffered attacks from barrel bombs and
chemical agents. In some, residents rely on bread smugglers for survival.
After the UN commenced aid deliveries via four
border crossings, Russia vetoed authorization measures
to keep them open. Its efforts choked all transits except
to one crossing last year—at Bab al-Hawa at the Turkish
border. This year Moscow vowed to close it too. Russia’s
UN ambassador, Vassily Nebenzia, on July 1 told reporters keeping Bab al-Hawa open was “a nonstarter.”

are coming via cross-line trucks from Damascus. What
we have has come from Turkey via WHO and UNICEF,”
said World Vision’s Matei.
A shipment of 52,000 coronavirus vaccines arrived
in the spring, but an additional shipment promised in
early June hasn’t. Much of Syria is experiencing a second
wave of COVID-19 cases. World Vision has provided additional ICU beds, ventilators, and hygiene kits with basics
like soap and disinfectant. But it’s not enough, said Matei:
“In April we had 60 cases per month, maximum. Now
we have more than 1,558. And 100 a day on many days.”
World Vision welcomed the vote to keep cross-border aid but said in a statement it was “deeply disappointed” the Security Council had not reauthorized
additional transit points, given the needs. By constricting aid to one crossing, supplies get through but take
longer and cost more per truck. Such delays can be the
difference between life and death, particularly for children. Some believe that is what the Assad regime wants.
THE LONG WAR HAS TESTED LOYALTIES among Assad
supporters, including the country’s Christian community,
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which at the start of the war saw him as a protector
against Islamic groups. Prolonged fighting has
entrenched jihadist militias, while chemical weapons
attacks by the regime—together with bombarding hospitals and residential areas—have transformed Assad
into a pariah at home and abroad.
Syria operated as a police state under Hafez al-Assad, who seized power in 1970, and authoritarian rule
continued under his son Bashar, who took office upon
his father’s death in 2000.
As the poorer neighbor to oil-rich Arab states and
neighboring Israel, Syria under the Assads became a
client state of Russia and linked arms with Iranian-backed Hezbollah. In the shadow of the Iraq War,
Syria also became a training ground for al-Qaeda-linked
insurgents, who by 2010 were calling themselves
“Islamic State.”
All would become part of the Syria powder keg
when in 2011 Assad—ignoring the advice of top military
advisers—ordered a violent crackdown on Arab Spring
protesters who wanted an end to his dictatorship. Assad
called them terrorists, and his bloody assaults on
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Daily life of displaced Syrians in Kafr Jales camp near
the city of Idlib, northwest Syria, 2021

largely peaceful demonstrators pushed many to take
up arms.
Calculating that he could not survive political concessions to protesters calling for change, Assad decided
instead to crush them—even if it meant taking the
country with him.
“Assad or we burn the country,” his military officers
repeated, reported officers who later defected. “I knew
that Assad would not leave until he had demolished the
entire country and blood would run in the streets,”
Abduljabar al-Akidi, a Syrian army colonel who later
joined the opposition Free Syrian Army, told U.S. journalist Sam Dagher.
“HOW CAN WE NOT EMPATHIZE when we see family
members missing, homes destroyed? And these are my
countrymen,” said Hamadeh of SAMS.
Hamadeh grew up in Syria. He attended medical
school in Damascus and emigrated to the United States,
where he completed his residencies.
SAMS began in 1998 as a social club for Syrian AmerKAFR JALES: MUHAMMAD AL-RIFAI/AP; AHMED: OLIVIER MATTHYS/AP
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ican doctors, Hamadeh said. But soon its members connected with a teaching hospital in Syria and started
training doctors long-distance. That turned into training
trips and financial support for Syrian hospitals.
At the start of the war, the group’s annual budget
was $75,000. By 2017 it was $42 million as it became one
of the leading NGOs supporting hospitals throughout
Syria and in other war-torn countries (such as Yemen).
SAMS has 2,000 healthcare employees inside Syria,
and most are war victims themselves displaced from
other areas. They receive salaries as a way to support
and rebuild local economies. The group’s U.S.-based

doctors often consult via telehealth with Syrian doctors
and nurses.
Too often, said Hamadeh, his trips to Syria are to
survey the group’s destroyed hospitals. But that’s not
what bothers him most.
“The hardest thing to see is the lost generation, the
children of this war. They have no future. I ask them,
‘What do you want to be when you grow up?’ And you
know what they say? ‘Nothing.’”
Hamadeh choked and paused as he talked. “They
say ‘nothing’ because there is nothing they can imagine
ahead but war. It breaks my heart.”

Is peace possible?
In 10 years of war, neither a UNsponsored peace process nor fighting
to the death has brought an end to the
Syrian conflict. But support for local
governance might map a way forward,
at least in parts of the country.
Syria’s northeast, like much of the
rest of the country before the war, is a
mix of ethnic and religious people.
Assyrian and Greek Orthodox Christian,
Kurdish, and Yazidi communities have
historic roots there alongside dominant Sunni Arab Muslims.
Their uneasy coexistence has
shattered on all sides—from militant
groups battling to create a new Islamic
state to government forces launching
massive aerial assaults in return.
Neighboring Turkey launched three
invasions into northern Syria between
2016 and 2019. Turkish forces, aligned
with some Islamic militants, continue
to occupy key towns along the
Euphrates River inside Syria with large
swaths of territory in between.
In the midst of such turmoil, opposition leaders in the northeast have
established an autonomous zone that’s
“uniquely promising,” according to U.S.
officials, fostering political freedoms
and—potentially—peace.
The Syrian Democratic Council is
the political arm that operates alongside the Syrian Democratic Forces
(SDF). The council is composed of
long-standing opposition figures—
many of them forced by the Assad
EMAIL mbelz@wng.org TWITTER @mcbelz
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regime into exile in Europe and the
United States. The leaders in Syria are
Assyrian Christians, Kurdish Muslims,
Arabs, and others.
The SDF leadership is multiethnic,
too, leading with the Kurdish YPG, the
militia that successfully fought with
support from U.S. forces to defeat and
dislodge ISIS in northern Syria.
A 2021 report from the U.S.
Commission on International Religious
Freedom (USCIRF) found the northeast
zone a bright spot in the dismal Syrian
landscape.
It “continued to allow Muslims,
Christians, Yazidis, and others to practice openly, express, and even change
their religious identities—while facing
significant peril due to threats from
Turkey, Turkish-allied militias, regime
forces, and remnants of the Islamic
State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS),” the
report concludes.
“This is how you stop forever wars,”
said Nadine Maenza, who chairs
USCIRF. “Governance is how you hold
the ground we won, so we don’t have
to come back and fight for it again.”
Somehow, said Maenza, the
Muslim-majority northeast with its
deep Christian history has figured out
how to build governance “that embeds
principles of inclusivity in every level
of government—in the middle of a civil
war while also fighting ISIS.”
Half of the political and military
leaders are women, she points out, and

Ilham Ahmed, co-chair of the
Executive Committee of the Syrian
Democratic Council

their co-chairs and vice co-chairs are
from different ethnic or religious communities. “They aren’t doing this for
show or to impress the United States,
because no one is really watching.”
USCIRF commissioners are pushing
the Biden administration to pay more
attention to the northeast. This year
the panel recommended the United
States recognize the Autonomous
Administration of North and East Syria
(AANES) as a local legitimate government and lift sanctions from the area it
governs. The move could allow AANES
officials to have a formal seat at
renewed peace talks. It could stabilize
the economy, expand U.S. engagement
in that region, and provide an incentive
for other areas to follow. —M.B.
07.31.2 1
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Profiles
in povertyfighting
What WORLD looks for in
effective compassion coverage
by SOPHIA LEE
PHOTOS IN THIS ARTICLE HIGHLIGHT A VARIETY OF
HOPE AWARD WINNERS FROM THE PAST 16 YEARS
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Our country has no lack
of kindhearted people. In
Los Angeles, some with
noble intentions daily pass
out water bottles and sandwiches to the homeless at
Skid Row, but this constant
flow of generosity hasn’t
alleviated the visibly abject
poverty in LA’s densest tent
city. It’s only gotten worse.

That’s one reason God’s World Publications for 40 years
has brought attention to the work of thousands of Christians who faithfully and effectively serve their communities. In 2006 we started giving Hope Awards for
Effective Compassion to some of the best homeless shelters, pregnancy resource centers, free clinics, prison
rehabilitation ministries, inner-city Christian schools,
rehab centers, and immigrant helpers. ¶ We profile these
ministries to honor those who love their neighbor well,
and also to lay out common principles that actually help
break the vicious cycle of poverty—principles we hope
others can emulate. What follows are some principles
we’ve observed from 16 years of covering effective
poverty-fighters.
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GOSPEL

The No. 1 common theme among all Hope
Award winners is the gospel. Without
God, hope disappears, and without hope,
so does transformation. Plenty of people
receive clothes, food, and housing through
secular programs, but Hope Award winners recognize that human beings hold
intrinsic worth and dignity precisely
because they are eternal beings beyond
the sum of their body parts. Whatever
trauma they have faced, whatever terrible
mistakes they have made, in Christ they
are new creations: “The old has passed
away, the new has come.”
The implications are self-shattering.
Total life transformation happens when
a nonprofit helps people meet God, often
with a crucifixion moment when they die
to the flesh with all its passions and
desires. For this reason, all our Hope
Award winners refuse to depend on government checks that often limit their
ability to preach the gospel freely.
But even among those who reject government funding, we’ve sometimes had to
nix from our Hope Awards final list nonprofits that, instead of focusing on bringing
people to God, imitate “Christian values.”
Some nonprofits say you can’t “shove the
gospel into people’s throats.” That’s true,
the gospel can’t be force-fed—and many
rescue missions have moved away from
requiring people to sit through a sermon
in exchange for meals—but there’s a significant difference between discerning the
right time to preach the gospel and avoiding evangelism altogether.
One homeless shelter we visited
emphasized compassion and self-sufficiency but didn’t make the Hope Awards
final list after the executive director and
another staff member recommended interviewing a resident they chose. When we

asked if he was a Christian, both the director and staffer nodded yes. But when we
talked to the man, he denied that, although
he acknowledges a “higher being.” He had
lived in that shelter for about two years
and had many intimate interactions with
the director and staff. That they misunderstood the nature of his faith spoke
volumes.
AFFILIATION

Evangelism is necessary but insufficient
by itself to untangle the complexities of
poverty, some that date back generations.
Effective poverty-fighters, particularly
those located in historically underserved
neighborhoods, know poverty isn’t just
an individual issue. They push for a communitywide effort that seeks a whole-community transformation. They try to
reconcile and reunite needy individuals
with their families. They know what’s
going on in public safety and education
and economic development.
Effective poverty-fighters are also in
tune with the local lingo, history, and
culture. They understand the assets and
needs in their community, because every
community is different. That understanding doesn’t come from reading books,
watching local news, or exchanging
friendly waves and handshakes. It comes
from sharing life in all its messiness and
bickering.
That’s how Westside Ministries, an afterschool program in Turlock, Calif., began:
Founder and director JoLynn DiGrazia,
then a second grade teacher, moved into a
fixer-upper house on the west side of Turlock and opened it to kids in the neighborhood. Her own children attended the same
public schools as her students.
DiGrazia understands the history of
the neighborhood because she lived

through racism and segregation, a meth
epidemic, gang violence and crime, and
dysfunctional families and schools. She
doesn’t just invite locals to join her ministry—she attends PTA meetings, local
city council meetings, school board meetings, and court hearings.
BONDING

As DiGrazia drives her truck around town,
she keeps the windows rolled down so she
can yell cheerful greetings: She knows
most residents by name, and they know
her. Brenda Antinore, who with her husband Bill founded Seeds of Hope, an outreach ministry to ex-convicts, sex workers,
and the poor in Camden, N.J., also rolls
down her window. She calls out the names
of women peddling sex on the streets.
Sometimes these women come over for
girls’ movie nights together.
Camden 20 years ago was a city with
shattered families and destroyed affiliations. The Antinores have built new bonds
for more than 20 years. They know the
names of both the police officers and prostitutes they meet in South Camden.
It takes that kind of relationship to be
able to ask hard questions and expect real
answers: How did the cycle of poverty
start? What perpetuates it? Are there
addictive behaviors? Toxic relationships?
Is it poverty born of crisis that needs onetime relief, or is it chronic poverty that
requires far more personal engagement?
CATEGORIZATION

Effective poverty-fighters differentiate
between crisis and chronic poverty, and
approach each differently. East County
Transitional Living Center (ECTLC) in El
Cajon, Calif., offers help to both: One family there said they became homeless after
some bad financial investments. They
07.31.2 1
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needed a safe place to stay and guidance
in job- and house-searching.
Diane Wheeler needed more intensive involvement. When she arrived at
ECTLC in 2008, she was couch-surfing,
prostituting herself to “slam dope,” and
ready to die. “I wanted to be something
better than what I was,” she recalled.
But she didn’t know how: “I had been
in such a deep hole for so many years.
I had no hope. … I knew how to do bad.
I didn’t know how to do good.” Wheeler
didn’t need kindhearted folks to dish
her hot meals. A job and subsidized
housing would have only sustained her
destructive lifestyle. What she needed
was a complete reset.
Responsible compassion for
Wheeler meant challenging her to give
up her old life. It meant having the
space and support to face the issues
that drove her to numb her pain with
drugs. It also meant expecting her to
contribute: Within a few months,
Wheeler took on a leadership role,
which kept her accountable. Today, she
works full time for ECTLC mentoring
other women.
DISCERNMENT

“Is this a cannot, or a will not?” That’s
something the staff at Christian
Encounter in Grass Valley, Calif., a residential youth program, often ask when
a kid acts out. Discerning between
“cannot” and “will not” leads to completely different responses and results.
Christian Encounter daily sees the
pervasive realities of childhood trauma,
which can stunt physical, social-emotional, and cognitive growth. One boy
refused to take showers because he said
he didn’t deserve to be clean. When he
did, he turned the water scalding hot
to burn himself. Another kid stared
listlessly at the wall and refused to
make eye contact with anyone. Many
have abused drugs and alcohol,
engaged in risky behaviors, or
attempted suicide. They arrive at Christian Encounter wounded. Many explode
into streams of tears and expletives,
disobey rules, or fail classes.
Instead of immediately taking a
punitive approach, Christian Encoun50
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ter staff try first to engage the youth,
over and over, before they discipline.
They ask questions, listen, and point
out wrong behaviors. That doesn’t
negate structure and responsibility.
One girl refused to help with Christmas
decorations. But there was a reason:
This foster kid had never enjoyed holidays with her family. So she withdrew,
expecting another horrible Christmas.
Then one staff member told her firmly,
“You can sit here and have another
terrible Christmas, or you can get up
and help because this year is different.”
The girl chose to get up and had a great
time.
That’s discernment: The staff member knew the girl enough to understand
why she was sulking, but she also called
her out on it and offered a better way.
Such discernment leaves room for more
personalized approaches. Sometimes
a person may be reacting to trauma.
Or it may be typical teenage troubles.
Or he might just need a nap.

j
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EMPLOYMENT

Unconditional love does not equal
unconditional giving. Most ministries
now expect able-bodied men and
women to contribute to the program
and emphasize good work ethic. Everyone has the God-given capability and
dignity of serving self and others.
But people often face legitimate
obstacles to employment: They might
have criminal records. They might lack
skills and get stuck in minimum-wage
jobs. They might need help with child
care. Some might have so much unresolved trauma that they’re unable to
keep their jobs. Critical-thinking poverty-fighters acknowledge some folks
can’t pull up their bootstraps and turn
in a resumé.
That’s what David Palmer discovered while serving on the board of a
rescue mission in Indianapolis. Many
residents there told him they had trouble finding jobs, so he started Purposeful Design, a woodworking nonprofit
that intentionally hires and trains men
leaving addiction, prison, or homelessness. Bud’s Warehouse in Denver, Colo.,
operates a similar social enterprise at
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an inner-city thrift store that also hires
and trains men and women who can’t find
jobs. These poverty-fighters take a risk
on people whom other companies won’t
hire and give them a second, third, or
fourth chance.
PERSEVERING LOVE

Many Christians and conservatives blame
dependency on government programs for
creating a modern welfare state that they
say imprisons people in continuous
dependency. We rightly criticize naïve
charity that operates out of do-gooder
sentiments rather than results-oriented,
reason- and heart-driven compassion.
But another insidious attitude is just
as debilitating: cynicism. “The poor shall
always be with you” is a common verse
Christians quote to point to a world that
will never be fully restored until Christ’s
return. It’s true that poverty will always
remain until the last act described in Revelation. But that doesn’t mean particular
individuals must remain poor.
There are two possible traps to fall into:
godless utopianism or cynicism that
appears sophisticated and realistic, yet is
deeply entrenched in disbelief, compassion
fatigue, and apathy.
WORLD has combated both. Breaking
the cycle of poverty is hard. It requires
sacrificial, tear- and sweat-inducing
work—every poverty-fighter with a list of
extraordinary success stories also carries
a list of heartbreaking stories of people
who drifted back to unhealthy desires and
lifestyles. Yet these poverty-fighters persevere. Why? Faith, yes. Hope, absolutely.
But the greatest of these is love.
Ask those whose lives have been transformed at these poverty-fighting nonprofits how they transcended from death to
life, despair to hope, failure to flourishing.
The answer is rarely good programs by
themselves, or lovely amenities. It’s the
love of God—a love that’s neither cynical
nor naïve, a love that cuts through hardened hearts and delights in each unique
being.
2021 HOPE AWARDS

To write this essay, I read every Hope
Awards profile WORLD has printed since
2006 and drew out common themes outEMAIL slee@wng.org TWITTER @sophialeehyun
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BREAKING
THE CYCLE
OF POVERTY
IS HARD.
IT REQUIRES
SACRIFICIAL,
TEAR- AND
SWEATINDUCING
WORK.

lined in the seven principles mentioned
here. Most of the specific examples I mention are from my own reporting, but some
are from the reports of other writers.
Every year, WORLD collects readers’
recommendations for Hope Awards from
different regions in the country and
abroad. Due to COVID-19, last year’s
domestic Hope Award finalists all were in
the Eastern United States. This year, we
focused on the West. Next year, we plan
to resume profiling nonprofits from all
five regions: Northeast, Northwest, Southeast, Southwest, and International.
This year, reporter Charissa Koh
parsed through many nominees and chose
seven nonprofits that fit our criteria.
Between April and May, WORLD radio
reporter Sarah Schweinsberg, correspondent Bonnie Pritchett, and I visited the
six nonprofits that could accommodate a
visit and chose to profile four.
All six were worthy of recognition. We
picked these four because we thought
they best reflected the personalized, challenging, and gospel-centered work of
effective compassion.
In northern Washington, Safe Harbor
is a free clinic that offers medical relief
and prayers to the working poor in its
community who fell through the cracks
in a broken healthcare system. In Northern California, Christian Encounter is an
intentionally small and intimate ranch
that provides a healthy family and church
for many youth who need more intensive
care. In California’s Central Coast, Westside Ministries offers Jesus and healthy
activities for kids in the heart of a community ravaged by drugs, violence, and
poverty. In Southern California, East
County Transitional Living Center is one
of the few homeless shelters to take in
single fathers and is currently expanding
to make room for its long waitlist of families. All four are doing the quiet, persevering work of fighting poverty, one soul
and one community at a time.
How can you help? After reading these
profiles (or listening to versions on our
podcast, The World and Everything in It),
go to wng.org/compassion to vote for your
favorite between now and Aug. 20. The
nonprofit that gets the most votes will
receive a $10,000 award.
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Healing more
than bodies
A free medical clinic focuses on
both physical and spiritual
by SOPHIA LEE in Stanwood, Wash.
PHOTOS BY RON WURZER/GENESIS

BY THE TIME CATRINA RAINS made her
first visit to Safe Harbor Free Clinic in
Stanwood, Wash., she was scared for her
life. It had been months since she ran out
of medication for hypothyroidism, diabetes, and depression, and she could feel
her entire body shutting down, like an
old scooter in its last sputters. She was
spending 18 hours a day in bed, and
showering exhausted her. It took the last
drops in her reserves to drive to the clinic
and ask for help.
Rains is a 47-year-old stay-at-home
mother of five. She lost health coverage
when her husband’s extra-dollar-perhour pay raise tipped his wages $300
over Medicaid’s income eligibility. Private
health insurance companies quoted her
premium at $700 per month, which she
cannot afford. Nor can she afford to visit
a doctor to get a prescription. When a
local clinic told her they couldn’t help
her, a nurse there suggested she visit Safe
Harbor Free Clinic (SHFC). Rains was
hesitant—her pride told her she shouldn’t
receive anything for free, but she feared
she was dying.
52
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So when Rains showed up at SHFC,
she was shame-faced and preemptively
defensive to any looks of judgment or
condescension. She got none: No “Gosh,
you can’t even pay your bill?” No “Why
did it take so long for you to see a doctor?” It wasn’t just the free medical treatment. She had never had a doctor spend
90 minutes with her in one session, making eye contact and listening to her without rushing her or making her feel she
was just another diagnosis: “I was treated
better here than most doctor’s offices
anywhere. … It was a beautiful thing.”
That night, Rains left Safe Harbor
holding her prescriptions and paperwork
for discounted medications, got into her
car, and burst into tears. It felt like the
dark clouds of stress and anxiety over
her were finally dispersing and letting
in rays of relief and gratitude: “I’m not
just a number. I am a person here. They
don’t look at me like I’m nothing. They
care.”
Safe Harbor Free Clinic isn’t just
another free medical clinic. Physicians
do treat symptoms and help patients

navigate the complicated healthcare system. But when they can, staff and volunteers also point patients toward Christ,
whose ministry was true healing instead
of simply fixing bodies.
SAFE HARBOR FREE CLINIC began when
two doctors separately saw the medical
needs in their community. James Grierson, a family practice physician, returned
from a medical mission trip to Haiti
thinking of effective medical missions in
his own backyard: Snohomish County,
about 35 miles north of Seattle. At the
same time, Keith Erickson, also a family
practice physician there, had been thinking about starting a free clinic after living in Tucson, Ariz., where he saw too
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Grierson (left) and Erickson at SHFC

many people visibly suffering various
treatable ailments because they couldn’t
afford insurance and healthcare.
Other local Christians got involved,
and on June 19, 2009, SHFC opened as
a walk-in clinic by borrowing another
clinic facility in downtown Stanwood, a
small town in Snohomish County. A small
group of doctors volunteered their services one Friday a month. On its first
night, a line of patients trailed out the
door. SHFC extended services to two
Friday nights a month, then every Friday,
but the list of patients kept growing and
doctors saw patients past midnight. Even-

tually, to avoid burning out the doctors
and making patients wait long hours,
SHFC switched from a walk-in to an
appointment system.
At first, volunteers at SHFC were
expecting to treat patients with mild
ailments—runny noses, ear infections,
sore throats. But SHFC’s opening coincided with the 2008 recession, and many
people in the community lost savings,
jobs, and insurance. The staff saw
patients with diabetes, hypertension,
thyroid problems, hyperlipidemia—serious, chronic illnesses that require more
intensive, consistent care. So they began
adding more services: chronic care, podiatry, laboratory services, women’s
healthcare, a clinic for in-office proce-

dures, respiratory—all offered by local
doctors volunteering their time.
And the needs kept growing. In August
2014, thanks to funds from donors and
grants, SHFC rented its own building at
a little strip mall in Stanwood. Currently,
it offers an appointment-only, same-day
clinic twice a week; chronic care clinic by
referral twice a month; podiatry, procedure, and respiratory clinics once a
month; ultrasound services by referral;
and dental care by appointment. Because
all the doctors volunteer their time after
work, the clinic is open to patients only
in the evenings. At the end of visits, lay
counselors check in with patients, connect
them to whatever resources they need,
then offer to pray with them.
07.31.2 1
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ACCORDING TO INTAKE FORMS at SHFC,
the vast majority of patients make less
than $2,000 a month. Like Catrina
Rains, some make too much to qualify
for Medicaid but too little to afford insurance. Some have lost their jobs or had
their hours cut because their companies
didn’t want to pay for health coverage
under the Affordable Care Act. Some
don’t have legal status in the United
States, working low-paying manual jobs
with no benefits. Many have policies
enforcing high copays and huge deductibles, so they grit through the pain to
avoid visiting the doctor—only to end
up there too late.
Erickson said he wasn’t ready for how
many patients came to the clinic: “It’s
like turning over a rock. I had no idea
the need in our own community until we
did this work.”
The needs aren’t always financial and
medical: Sometimes, people just need
guidance in accessing the right healthcare and coverage. Some who come to
SHFC actually do qualify for government-funded health coverage but don’t
know how to navigate the complicated
system. Some don’t have internet access.
54
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The staff helps all of them do the paperwork and sign up for the right benefits.
Other times, patients need an advocate: One woman at the chronic care
clinic said her husband went to the hospital after having difficulty breathing
due to COVID-19. The hospital discharged
him when his oxygen levels were still too
low, but the couple, whose first language
is Spanish, couldn’t understand the discharge papers. They received a bill from

Moneybox
2020 income:
$711,710
2020 expenses:
$541,877
Paid staff: 4;
volunteers: 10
CEO’s salary: $51,912
Website: safeharborfreeclinic.org

Erickson, Grierson, and nurses treat
various patients at SHFC.

the hospital charging them $146,000.
The husband had just started a new job
and was two days short of his health
insurance kicking in. They came to SHFC
devastated and terrified, and the staff
helped them communicate with the hospital, eventually getting the bill reduced.
For the staff, all it took was a few hours
of phone calls. For the couple, it was the
cost of almost losing their house.
THAT’S ESSENTIALLY WHAT SHFC is
about, said executive director Sandy Solis.
It can’t fix the broken healthcare system,
and it can’t miraculously cure everyone,
but her staff and volunteers can show the
love of Christ to those in need through
free medical care, a gentle smile, and an
attentive ear: “I think that is just such a
picture of effective compassion. I have a
skill, and I’m going to use my skill to show
compassion to another person.”
Not all the volunteer doctors are
Christians, but all key staff members
must profess faith in Christ. Solis said
LEFT AND RIGHT PHOTOS: SANDY SOLIS
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“I HAVE A SKILL,
AND I’M GOING
TO USE MY SKILL
TO SHOW
COMPASSION
TO ANOTHER
PERSON.”
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SHFC strives to be a Christian clinic—not
just a clinic that has Christian principles
with a cross in its logo. That to her means
leading SHFC on her knees in prayer,
allowing God to open doors, and not
moving faster or slower than Him:
“Whatever God’s vision is, that’s what
we want.” When a grant writer suggested
removing “Christ” from SHFC’s mission
statement to appeal to more donors, the
board refused. “It becomes all Him,
which is what’s just so amazing about
being in a place like this, where you have
that opportunity to pray for your patients
and see what God’s going to do in their
lives,” Solis said.
Many volunteers say SHFC is the kind
of healthcare they once envisioned doing
but can’t in a regular hospital setting,
where many of the interactions with
patients are regulated by profit margins,
gaming the insurance system, and checking off as many patients as possible
within a given time frame. At SHFC, volunteers spend as much time as they want
with each patient, getting to know them
human to human and sharing their Christian faith if the opportunity opens. “It
feels very freeing,” said one medical

assistant who has been volunteering at
SHFC for six years.
And people notice something different about SHFC. Myo Yar, a 48-year-old
immigrant from Burma, is one. Before
he came to the United States in 2017, a
friend once told him, “Nothing’s free in
America.” Yar said he understood that
statement when he arrived at the John
F. Kennedy International Airport and had
to pay $3 to use the luggage cart.
While working as a sushi chef in Snohomish County, Yar began showing
symptoms of diabetes but had no health
insurance and didn’t qualify for Medicaid. When Yar arrived at SHFC, the staff
greeted him with smiles and took him to
a clean, white room. SHFC felt every bit
like a professional clinic, yet nobody gave
him a bill for his lab work or the doctor’s
prescription. “I didn’t need to pay anything at all,” Yar recalled in amazement.
“I was so surprised!”
The language and cultural barriers
didn’t matter. On an intrinsic level, Yar
understood that he had experienced
something special at SHFC: “You know
the people are helping really from the
heart. That is why I’m happy.”
07.31.2 1
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Hope in the
wilderness

Christian Encounter helps youth who need
family, structure, and the gospel
by SOPHIA LEE in Grass Valley, Calif.
PHOTOS BY CRAIG LEE/GENESIS

WHEN JACQUELINE TURNER arrived at
Christian Encounter, a residential youth
program in Grass Valley, Calif., the
19-year-old was full of rage from a lifetime of scars. She passed from foster
family to foster family as a kid. She said
caretakers and social workers sexually,
physically, or emotionally abused her.
While on a 15-day wilderness trip to
the Sierras with Christian Encounter,
staff and students (which is how the ministry refers to residents) read 1 Corinthians 13 together—“Love is patient, love
is kind …”—and Turner stormed off,
trembling with rage. She fumed to the
staff, “Black people don’t come here. We
don’t go to the middle of the wilderness
eating fruits and vegetables.” And the
passage didn’t match her own experience.
As a kid, Turner remembers going to
school with a nick in her eyebrow, a
chunk missing from her lip, a swollen-shut ear. She remembers being
locked in closets without food. Some of
her abusers called themselves pastors.
They brought her to church, and she
56
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grew up hearing a gospel that didn’t
manifest outside of church walls.
“I was screaming internally,” Turner
recalled. “And it was like no one could
hear.” By the time she came to Christian
Encounter, she was also literally screaming. People saw her as an angry, troubled
girl. So she internalized that label: Don’t
even try to get close. I’ll bite your head
off.
She says Christian Encounter was the
first place to try to break through to her:
“It gives many kids the opportunity to
get to the root of what happened, and
say, ‘No more.’” Turner is now 34, a 4.0GPA college graduate, a church planter,
and a ministry outreach coordinator at
a shelter for homeless women and children, and has written about her background. “My whole life before here was
all destruction, chaos, pain, abuse,
trauma,” she said. “I got here in rage. I
left here with full hope.”
Christian Encounter, which turns 50
this year, sits among woodsy hills in a
historic mining town in Northern California. The ministry originated as an

outreach to hippies but now only serves
youth: males ages 15 to 21, females ages
15 to 24. People here call it “the Ranch,”
and it has a rustic, pastoral feel: The
dorms, worship hall, cafeteria, school,
recreation room, cow pastures, and pig
pens dot the hilly 86 acres of forested
land with four ponds and quiet walking
trails.
Fifty years of experience have taught
the ministry what works and what doesn’t
when it comes to healing young people
who come from all sorts of backgrounds:
dysfunctional families, Christian families
(including pastor and missionary families), foster and adoption homes. Some
have a history of substance abuse, suicide
attempts, and illness.
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TURNER: “I was screaming internally.”

Christian Encounter uses four core
program elements with students: discipleship, counseling, school, and work. It
only accepts individuals who want to be
there. Anyone is free to leave, but students can stay as long as they need (the
minimum recommended stay is a year).
Christian Encounter caps enrollment at
16 to preserve its intimate, family feel
and to keep students from slipping
through the cracks. “And that’s what
they’ve done their whole lives: slip
through the cracks,” said executive director Nate Boyd. “We’re committed to not
letting that happen here.”

MANY STUDENTS come from broken
families, so Christian Encounter seeks
to model a safe, stable, and healthy family that offers unconditional love. Most
staffers live on site, including Boyd and
his family. All students must give up their
cell phones and have limited access to
the outside world. A healthy family also
comes with structure: scheduled bedtimes, mealtimes, and activities.
Mealtimes here feel like a Thanksgiving reunion: Everyone crams into the
cabinlike dining room, which roars with
laughter, conversations, and clangs of
silverware—it’s hard to hear the person
sitting next to you. During a lunch of
potato soup and garlic bread, a 17-yearold girl with short hair and a baseball

cap leaned across to tell me, “This place
is a lot better than I thought it would be.
It’s not a lockdown facility. I didn’t expect
to get this close to people here.” She had
only been at the Ranch for five days but
was already cracking sarcastic jokes with
staff and students.
Christian Encounter infuses discipleship into all activities through curriculum
and daily devotional times. The Ranch is
also a church. Every Sunday a small
group of students, interns, staff, and others gather for service and fellowship (all
students must attend Sunday service).
One student told me the night before,
she, another student, and an intern sat
in a circle talking about self-worth and
opened the Bible to see what God has to
07.31.2 1
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say: “I’ve never had friends like that to
sit with and just read the Bible together.”
Each student meets with a counselor
at least once a week. Kevin Phillips, director of counseling, said a common theme
in every kid he counsels is “unbelievably
low self-esteem. I don’t mean just they’re
not proud of themselves. I mean they
don’t see that they have any worth.” Many
also don’t feel heard: “They talk and talk
and talk, and no one actually hears what
they’re saying.”
Most students come testing far below
their academic grade level (some can
barely read, some have learning disabilities), but at the Ranch’s on-site school,
it’s impossible for them to slide by unnoticed with a 3:1 student-teacher ratio.
“When you have three people in the
classroom, you can always tell” if someone slacks off, school principal Suzanne
Hartley said. “There isn’t a back row in
this school.” Students can earn their highschool diplomas through the program.
Hartley, who lives on site, spends most
Saturdays working individually with students who need extra help: “It’s really
fun to see them get their first A on a test
or report card. They just light up.”
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Students also must work: They help
clean the kitchen, sweep the floors, and
clear and burn brush. They learn wood
shop, electrical wiring, and plumbing
and life skills such as filing taxes, driving,
and car maintenance. Not all students
make it to college, or want to, and the
work program provides students some
vocational training and develops a work
ethic.

Moneybox
2020 income:
$867,162
2020 expenses:
$915,389
Paid staff: 14;
volunteers: 250
CEO’s salary: $55,440
Website: christianencounter.org
For fiscal year 2019-20

Students at Christian Encounter work and
enjoy “Thanksgiving-like” mealtimes.

WHEN NEW STUDENTS ARRIVE, all that
the staff and interns know are their first
names, hometowns, and ages. Counselors
know more but keep much of it confidential for privacy reasons but also so
the staff can create organic relationships
with the students.
Interns spend the most time with the
students. All interns must be 21 years old
or older, receive weekly counseling themselves, and commit between three
months and two years to living full time
at the Ranch. They act as daily mentors
to the students and share a dorm building with them. Their work is not easy.
“Expect the unexpected,” the staff warns
prospective interns. “You’re going to get
your heart broken.”
Any moment can become a discipleship opportunity. For Kevin Campbell,
a 25-year-old intern, that can be standing in front of a bonfire with three students, chatting about lizards. Or sitting
silently with a student whose father just
died.
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“I GOT HERE
IN RAGE.
I LEFT HERE
WITH FULL
HOPE.”
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“I just see myself in all of them,”
Campbell said. “We all just want to be
known and seen. We all have the same
basic desires … and once those are met,
then they can have the opportunity for
healing.”
Sometimes, that healing takes radical transformation. One student Campbell had was so severely traumatized
that he walked hunched over and
avoided eye contact. He was 18 but
couldn’t read and sometimes soaked his
bed with sweat. By the time he left
Christian Encounter, he stood straightbacked, had learned how to read, and
pumped weights at the gym. “We get to
see constant transformation here,” said
Campbell. “It’s like a greenhouse for
growing.”
Kayla Elsworth, a 21-year-old student who’s been at the Ranch since July
2020, said she still struggles with traumatic memories of abusive men, one
whom she said tried to sell her into
prostitution: “Sometimes I’m overjoyed
to be here. And sometimes I dread it.
Because that’s how trauma works.” But
she’s healing. At Christian Encounter
she’s recovered forgotten hobbies, such

as guitar and painting: “It’s going to
be OK. … If I can learn how to work
through my trauma, it’ll free me to help
others.”
Turner, the woman who came to
Christian Encounter at age 19, ended
up loving that wilderness trip—and
also loving the people there: “The gospel became alive and active. … It’s like,
the walls are shattered, and you’re
united. And what has the power to do
that? Jesus Christ.”
Turner said it took a whole year to
deal with her past, including acknowledging her own bad choices (including
stealing food and joining a gang) that
hurt others and herself. Then in her
second year at Christian Encounter, she
began asking for the first time: What
do I want to do in my life? What’s my
dream?
Now in ministry, Turner says God
keeps bringing her to “love people in
the most broken places” because Christian Encounter did the same for her:
“I believe the gospel is the only way
that change can happen. Because if
there was no Bible, there would be no
Christian Encounter.”
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The Word and work
at Westside
Westside Ministries’ strategy for helping kids
find Jesus and escape poverty brings them back
as adults to help a new generation
by SOPHIA LEE in Turlock, Calif.
PHOTOS BY CRAIG LEE/GENESIS

JOLYNN DIGRAZIA has a blown-up photograph of two little girls tacked to her
office door at Westside Ministries (WSM),
a nonprofit that serves families in the
west side of Turlock, Calif. She keeps
that picture to remember why she
founded and became director at WSM.
DiGrazia grew up in the farms of Turlock, an agricultural community in California’s Central Valley. After graduating
from college, DiGrazia begrudgingly
moved back to Turlock as a first grade
teacher. She was a 24-year-old alcoholic
who rather would have continued her
sorority lifestyle. Farmland-locked and
poverty-ridden Turlock was the last place
she wanted to be.
But then, “I met that little girl right
there,” she said, pointing to the 6-year-old
in the picture, captured nibbling on Christmas cookies with her younger sister at
church: “Her name was Alma Peralta. You
can see her little sister Virginia has no
shoes on. That’s what she came wearing.”
Alma was DiGrazia’s student. DiGrazia
could tell Alma was smart, but the girl kept
arriving late to school. One day during
60
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lunchtime, DiGrazia marched to Alma’s
house to give her parents a fi
 nger-wagging.
But the father was out of the picture, and
Alma’s mother had just returned home
from work. She was wearing a tight red
top, and DiGrazia knew instantly that
wherever she was coming from, it was no
wholesome 9-5 office job. Alma’s mother
saw the disapproving look on her face.
“Don’t judge me!” she spat in Spanish.
That was DiGrazia’s introduction to
understanding the depths of poverty and
dysfunction in many of her students’
lives: “I was very naïve. I had no idea what
it was like to be a child in a home where
there are no rules, no boundaries. I think
God put a love in my heart for Alma.”
DiGrazia had once left her childhood
faith, but “God used Alma to bring me
back to Jesus,” she said. Although she
had a master’s degree in teaching, “there
was nothing that education could do to
help her. I knew only Jesus could.”
DIGRAZIA BEGAN Westside Ministries in
1984 at a friend’s house, a Saturday Bible
club for DiGrazia’s students and other

neighborhood kids. She called it Sunshine Saturdays. DiGrazia would drive
around town picking up every willing
kid and teach them about Jesus through
songs, crafts, and puppet shows. When
students came hungry, she and an aide
bought cereal and milk for them. When
they shivered in thin clothes, she organized a clothing drive and let parents
pay 10 cents for each item.
That year, DiGrazia moved out of her
parents’ house in the country and bought
a dilapidated two-story house in the
Westside community. She fixed it up, and
soon about 100 kids were streaming in
and out almost every day. More than 30
years later, DiGrazia and her husband
Joe still live in the neighborhood, as do
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DIGRAZIA: “I was very naïve.”

all staff. That’s a core philosophy of Westside Ministries: Jesus came and dwelt
among us. “He didn’t live away from them
and visit on the weekends,” DiGrazia said.
She has never accepted a salary as director because “we don’t want to live far
above the people who come here.” All
her own kids attended public schools in
the same district as the kids she serves.
In 1998, a local couple donated a 2-acre
property near WSM. Donor money helped
construct two buildings, an outdoor amphitheater, a field, a basketball court, a garden, two chicken coops, and a greenhouse.
One building houses the office, cafeteria,

and church, while the other building operates the Center for Urban Performance &
Service (CUPS), which offers kids affordable dance and music lessons such as
piano, ballet, jazz, hip-hop, aerial arts, and
folklórico (traditional Mexican folk dance).
DIGRAZIA DOES EVERYTHING possible
to grant the kids’ wishes. The chickens are
there because the kids wanted them. Kids
asked if they could do shows at the county
fair with pigs and goats—they got them.
They wanted to play football or soccer, so
WSM gave them the space and day camps
to do it. WSM tries to be fluid and organic
in meeting the community’s desires.
But the kids also have to work for it.
WSM intentionally avoids giveaways, and

some kids help manage the property.
Kids who can’t afford to pay for CUPS
classes clean bathrooms or vacuum
rooms. They also must earn entry to summer camp by helping with maintenance
and cleaning. Once kids enter junior high,
WSM staff expect them to become leaders and help the younger kids with homework, reading, and Bible club.
Kids at WSM turned a weed-tangled
dirt field into a lush garden. They grew
cucumbers, tomatoes, and eggplants;
planted fig, peach, apple, avocado, and
pear trees; and built chicken coops and
herb gardens. Through an agricultural
program, they learn how to grow organic
produce using water conservation methods, create landscape gardens, breed
07.31.2 1
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game hens, and raise pigs. Then they take
their produce and livestock to the county
fair to make some pocket money.
Work is central to the program, DiGrazia said: It teaches personal responsibility,
self-sufficiency, dignity, and a “can-do”
attitude in a community with high poverty, unemployment, and despair: “If
you’re ever going to escape poverty,
you’ve got to learn to meet expectations.”
WEDNESDAY IS the craziest day of the
week at WSM. WSM offers an after-school
Bible club called Wild Wednesday for
kids in transitional kindergarten (a
bridge between pre-school and kindergarten) through sixth grade and an evening Bible club for teenagers in seventh
through 12th grade called Teen Club. The
pandemic pushed everything outdoors,
and the Wednesday I visited, about 70
children gathered under the shade outdoors with masks on. That afternoon,
they learned about wisdom by reading
1 Kings 3:16-28, the story about King Solomon and the two mothers.
“Shiloh, are you wise?” DiGrazia
asked a 9-year-old with big, almondshaped eyes.
“No,” he solemnly shook his head.
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“Who do you know is wise?” DiGrazia
asked.
“You?” he guessed, and DiGrazia
joked, “Good job.”
“God!” another kid corrected.
Another boy said his brother is wise
because when given the choice between
one-eighth or one-fifth of a chocolate
bar, he chose the one-fifth.
At WSM kids can be kids, away from
adult pain and troubles, gang influence,
and drugs. It’s where kids can dance silly

Moneybox
2020 income:
$762,904
2020 expenses:
$778,482
Paid staff: 16
Volunteers: 30
CEO’s salary: $0
Website: westsideministriesturlock.com

Children at Westside work with chickens and
goats, and get to have fun as well.

moves and sing “I like bananas!” at the
top of their lungs, show off the splits
during a hip-hop dance lesson, or bounce
balls under the sun.
But the kids also share their troubles:
Shiloh, the 9-year-old boy with almond
eyes, lost his father to a drive-by shooting.
A girl of about 11, wearing a pink
scrunchie, told me she’s praying for her
father and brothers because “right now
they chose that path” while pointing at “the
path of evil” on her Bible club workbook.
Rosa, a different, shy 11-year-old girl
who loves animals and sour pops, has
been homeless almost her entire life. Her
mother suffers from rheumatoid arthritis, her father just finished a jail sentence,
and she lost two aunts to COVID-19. Rosa
said she likes coming to WSM because
“they teach about God. They teach kids
you don’t have to be engaging in gangs
and stuff.” For kids like Rosa, WSM is the
one constant in a forest of instabilities.
DIGRAZIA HAS SUFFERED many heartbreaks and cried many tears since found-
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ing WSM 37 years ago. Alma, her former
student, died in a shooting in the mid1990s. DiGrazia has seen many kids fall
into substance abuse, crime, and gangs,
then watched their children follow the
same paths. The meth epidemic hit the
community hard, as have recessions.
Cycles of poverty, crime, addiction, and
trauma roll over and over. In some families, they seem to get worse.
All WSM can do, DiGrazia said, is offer
children another choice by teaching
them about Jesus and trusting the Holy
Spirit: “We give them the Word, and they
can reject the Word. But generally, the
Word comes back and finds some.” As
the neighborhood gentrifies, pushing
long-term residents out due to unaffordable housing, DiGrazia encourages kids
at WSM to come back as adults, buy
houses in the west side, launch businesses, and invest in the community—
and many have. Most WSM staffers and
volunteers are former kids who came
back.
Estrella Isiordia, 26, is one of them.
Isiordia came to WSM as a third grader.
Then her father died, then her uncle,
then her aunt—all within a week and all
of heart attacks. Isiordia’s mother

worked long hours to support the family, and Isiordia’s oldest sister became a
surrogate parent to Isiordia and her
baby brother.
They lost housing and for years lived
in an uncle’s garage. WSM provided them
a safe place while their mother worked.
WSM provided clothes, shoes, and food
when they were financially struggling.
When her youngest brother had leukemia, WSM provided spiritual and emotional support—not just for the kids, but
for their mother as well.
“That’s what I see happening a lot
here,” Isiordia said. “They don’t just help
the kids. It’s a whole family affair.” Isiordia fell in love with dancing at CUPS, and
so did her brother. They both earned
dance scholarships to college. Now Isiordia is back at WSM as a dance instructor: “After receiving so much … it’s really
important to give back, because I see
that these kids really need that.”
The needs are many. But for every
discouraging story, DiGrazia sees children who follow Jesus, break their family’s cycle, then choose to help others:
“No matter what, we stay here, and we
continue to do what God has called us to
do, regardless of what happens.”
07.31.2 1
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Finding straighter
paths
East County Transitional Living Center
challenges residents to see their depravity
and God’s sovereignty
by SOPHIA LEE in El Cajon, Calif.
PHOTOS BY GREG SCHNEIDER/GENESIS

ASHLEY BONK was wasted when she
entered East County Transitional Living
Center (ECTLC). She was so drunk she
couldn’t climb onto the bunk bed. She
awoke the next morning with a pounding
head and utter confusion.
It was Bonk’s fifth time at the transitional homeless shelter within the past
eight years. She was a 17-year-old meth
addict when a friend told her about
ECTLC. She lasted two months the first
time before she left in search of drugs.
For the next two years, she slept by a
dumpster in a park, selling stolen goods
to fund her addiction. The second time
at ECTLC, she had a newborn son and
was determined to be a good mother. She
stayed 28 days. The third time she came
back, she left the program three weeks
short of graduating, this time chasing a
man. The fourth time, she managed to
graduate from the program, went back
to live with her mother and son, then
relapsed.
Eight years and four attempts at
recovery later, she was back at ECTLC in
January 2021—inebriated, penniless, and
64
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hopeless. She had done time in jail for
child endangerment and hitting a police
officer. She had lost custody of her son.
Her mother was no longer speaking to
her. She was only 25, but she couldn’t
envision her life without drugs, homelessness, and pain. The friend who had
introduced her to ECTLC had died from
a drug overdose. Bonk felt so ashamed
that she tried to hide whenever she saw
the staff members. But they met her
with warmth and smiles—and grace.
This time, Bonk told me three
months into the program, things are
different. “Something’s changed,” she
declared, eyes shining. “It’s not the same
as last time. This time, it’s for real.” The
last four times, she said, she followed
the program with the goal to stop using
drugs—a worthy goal, but it wasn’t
enough to set her free. This time, “I’m
actually on my knees and surrendering
everything to Him.” It wasn’t her vices
or homelessness from which she needed
liberation—it was herself.
ECTLC, based in El Cajon, Calif.,
emphasizes that change doesn’t come

through a program but through the gospel of Jesus Christ. That’s why all the
single men and women go through a
90-day first phase (out of four phases)
at a remote location. For the first 30 days,
all they do is eat, sleep, pray, and read
the Bible. Those who stay eventually
transition into ECTLC’s other phases that
help them build skills and find work. But
the program’s emphasis is God’s control
over residents’ lives.
THE MEN STAY at a 12-acre ranch in rural
Dulzura, and the women stay at a 10-bedroom house in another rural community
the ministry doesn’t disclose for the women’s safety. The goal is a total detox—away
from the temptations and distractions of
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ABOVE: Ashley Bonk by the ECTLC pool.
LEFT: Anthony Ebbe and Tommy Hendricks
at work in the kitchen.

a

drugs, alcohol, toxic relationships, and
the chaos of modern life. CEO Harold
Brown equated it to Moses delivering the
Israelites out of Egypt into the desert and
wandering there for 40 years before
entering the Promised Land. It’s a period
of spiritual, mental, and physical purification, which also weeds out those who
aren’t ready: About half leave ECTLC at
that time (though many, like Bonk, come
back). It’s supposed to be hard, Brown
said: “If you make it too easy, then you
don’t accomplish the crucifixion of human
nature.”

f
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ECTLC targets those who have
reached the lowest point in their lives.
Almost every staff member at ECTLC
was once where Bonk was: hopeless but
not broken enough, until they were.
Brown was a 30-year-old addict with 121
felony charges when he landed at a rescue mission and refused to leave. He
realized that if he walked out the door,
he would die. Director of the women’s
training center Diane Wheeler was homeless for 12 years, selling her body to inject
heroin into her arm, until she came to
ECTLC with the realization that “this is
my last hope.” Director of discipleship
Jonathan Heuberger was a 36-year-old,
five-time felon who had passed through
multiple rehab programs when he finally
broke into full-blown bawling and said,
“I’m tired. I can’t do this anymore.”
You’ve got to be willing to die to self,
Heuberger tells incoming residents
(ECTLC calls them “disciples”): “You can’t
continue to be yourself. You can’t take a
new patch and sew it onto an old garment.” When a man returning to ECTLC
for the third time told Heuberger his goal
was sobriety, Heuberger shook his head:
“If you just want to get sober, you can join
a program and find a sponsor.” But in
Christ, you’re a new creation, he said:
“You’re no longer existing. You’re living.”
ECTLC’S BEGINNINGS go back to August
2003 at a seedy truck-stop motel that
was once a hub for prostitution and drug
dealing. A local businessman bought the
property to find a more permanent solution for the burgeoning homeless
encampments on the streets. That day, a
group of local Christians shook hands on
the motel parking lot saying, “Let’s get
a bunch of people saved and baptized!”
Since then they’ve baptized about 6,000
people in the motel swimming pool.
Much of the basic structure of the
former property remains: The faded
“Fabulous 7 Motel” sign is still up and
visible from the freeway. At first, the program only accepted single men and simultaneously continued to operate as a motel.
A year later, it began accepting single
women, then families in 2005, many who
were already renting rooms at the motel.
The building’s 101 rooms fit about five
66
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people per room (six for families).
Through private donor funds, ECTLC is
currently constructing two separate
buildings to house single men and women
and will remodel the motel to fit about
50 more families. ECTLC is one of the
few shelters in the area that accepts
two-parent and single-father households
(in addition to single-mother households), and its family program always has
a waitlist of about 100 families.

Moneybox
2020 income:
$3,195,391
2020 expenses:
$3,242,187
Paid staff: 22;
volunteers: 18
CEO’s salary: $55,927
Website: ectlc.org
For fiscal year 2019-20

LEFT: Resident Shawnie Atchison and her
family. RIGHT: ECTLC’s Jonathan Heuberger
talks with Mario Galvez.

Originally, the plan was to rent out
some motel rooms to create a self-sufficient revenue stream, but that meant
outsiders who use drugs and alcohol were
still commingling with people struggling
to stay sober. ECTLC also hit legal troubles for operating as both a for-profit
and nonprofit.
In 2009, ECTLC became a nonprofit
entity. To find another revenue source,
it bought the Aunt Emma’s Pancakes
building next door and tried running it
as a restaurant and work training center.
But Aunt Emma’s went out of business
for a reason—it was in a bad location
with too few customers. (Today, the former pancake house is a cafeteria, chapel,
and kids’ center.)
Shuttering Aunt Emma’s created not
only a revenue problem but a mission
dilemma. After living and working 11
years at a rescue mission, Brown knew
many homeless shelters don’t sufficiently
prepare residents to find work and stay
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the second and third phases (each about
90 days), they work for four hours a day
in one of the work therapy sites.
During the fourth phase, which also
lasts 90 days, ECTLC works with each
disciple to find full-time employment.
Disciples can spend a third of their
income, but must save a third for when
they graduate, and pay the final third to
ECTLC, which uses the revenue to offset
costs of the first three phases.
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“MY WILL
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I’M LETTING GO
AND LETTING
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employed in the real world. Education
is also an issue: About half of ECTLC’s
“disciples” never graduated from high
school, so ECTLC also offers GED classes.
Another big obstacle is the lack of confidence and work ethic, said Brown:
“You’re defeated. You’re not ready to be
a good employee somewhere, and you
just fail. And that’ll be another thing in
a long line of failures.”
So ECTLC used the relationships it
had built with the city of El Cajon and
other local businesses to create “work
therapy” opportunities for disciples:
concession stands at the baseball stadium, vegetation management (clearing
brush and trimming palm trees), cleaning up freeways and sidewalks, meatpacking for a local company.
Now, after the first 30 days of detox
at ECTLC, the single men and women
ease into work responsibilities. (The family program is different: Families have
different needs, and each family works
with case managers to develop an individualized plan.) Disciples start by helping out at the main property: greeting
visitors at the front door, cooking in the
kitchen, or doing basic maintenance. In

THOUGH THE PROGRAMS are a year long,
some residents choose to stay longer.
When I met Joey Aleman, 38, he was still
living at ECTLC and doing work therapy,
even though he had already graduated
more than three months before. “I’m very
happy where I’m at,” he said. That’s a common challenge at ECTLC: Some people
build a level of comfort in the structured
environment. Some don’t trust themselves to abstain from substances yet.
Many come from trauma, and ECTLC is
the only family and safe space they know.
Aleman watched his best friend shoot
himself in the head. He also remembers
being shot himself a different time, a
bullet ripping through his liver, small
intestine, and colon. He used to flail
awake in bed from night terrors. Those
nightmares stopped while he was at
ECTLC. Here, he feels close to God. Here,
people treat him with kindness. Here, he
knows what to expect. Sometimes people
need a bit more time to heal and prepare
to step out on their own, and ECTLC
leaves room for that.
That’s where Ashley Bonk is now. She’s
still working through the trauma of losing
her father three days after she first met
him. At 16, she began using meth to numb
her pain and depression. Now she’s learning to grieve with God. She has reconciled
with her mother and son, and they join
her for service at the chapel every Sunday.
Proverbs 3:5-6 is a common Scripture
at ECTLC. Aleman quoted it by heart, and
so did Bonk: “Trust in the Lord with all
your heart, and do not lean on your own
understanding. In all your ways acknowledge him, and he will make straight your
paths.” Bonk said that’s now her life verse:
“Because my will is trash … I’m letting go
and letting God work in my life.”
07.31.2 1
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Radio: You can take it with you.

Sound journalism for your speakers
Are you an NPR fan who’d prefer a Christian perspective? This toprated, daily news program called The World and Everything in It
might be your thing.

Ever wish you were a proverbial fly on the wall in a room full of
thought leaders and newsmakers? Try Listening In with
Warren Smith.

Is your home library filled with dusty tomes? Do you own more
than one blazer with elbow patches? You might be able to keep
up with the Olasky Interview.

Are you on a first-name basis with the staff of your local rescue
mission? Do friends and colleagues often ask you to join the
boards of nonprofits? Effective Compassion seems like a good fit.
Can you name all of the Supreme Court justices? Have you
thought about taking the LSAT? Listening to Legal Docket
is a much more engaging way to understand the U.S.
legal system.

Listen to the latest episodes on
your favorite podcast app and at wng.org/radio.
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Cruise ships are docked at the Port of
Miami in May as the cruise line industry
waited to resume operations.

SHIPS IN LIMBO

Weighing the hidden costs of the
cruise industry shutdown
by Laura G. Singleton

JOE RAEDLE/GETTY IMAGES
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JERRY KAYE’S Miami-based company,
Lucite Creations, makes signs for cruise
ships. Only cruise line employees see his
back-of-house signs outlining proper
sanitation or food service procedures.
Likewise, only a search helicopter would
see the reflective insignia on top of a
lifeboat canopy, identifying the lifeboat
number and the ship it came from.
Eighty-year-old Kaye, who retired in
2009 from his main job as a high-school
industrial arts teacher, started his
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side business in 1976 by making plastic
souvenir key tags to sell on a Carnival
cruise ship. A few years later, he got a
rush request for signs needed in food
service areas to satisfy public health
inspection requirements. He and his wife
completed the order by hand in his
garage. “I grew with the cruise lines,”
said Kaye.
He was still happily fulfilling orders
in March 2020 when the pandemic hit
and U.S. officials ordered cruise ships to
stay in harbor. His company then endured
14 months of almost no revenue. “Maybe
a lawn sign,” he said. “The only thing
that saved us was the Paycheck Protection [Program] and an SBA loan.”
The pandemic’s halt to cruise travel
left many businesses tied to the industry
also dead in the water. In 2020, cruise
giants like Carnival, Royal Caribbean,
and Norwegian, all headquartered in
An employee sets a table at the Cosmopolitan
Restaurant on the Celebrity Edge cruise ship,
the first revenue-earning cruise to depart from
the U.S. after the pandemic-induced hiatus.
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Miami, saw their annual revenues plunge
by billions of dollars. Losses for small
businesses that supply the industry may
have fewer digits, but they heavily
impacted jobs and families. Work—and
revenue—is only now picking up again.
Omar Otero, 59, a former deputy
sheriff in Broward County, runs VOK
Protective Services. VOK workers escort
cruise ship crew members whose contracts have been terminated, ensuring
their secure departure from the United
States and repatriation to their home
countries. If someone “jumps ship,” VOK
might help track down the individual or
pick him up from jail. The company also
helps with medical logistics for passengers: Before the pandemic, Otero had as
many as 10 nurses available for dispatch
anywhere in the world.
At his pre-pandemic peak, Otero kept
about 75 workers busy. But now, following the cruise industry shutdown, he’s
down to about 35 workers, relying on
local security contracts. He said he’s lost
95 percent of his gross income. “We’re
making ends meet, but we’re still struggling,” he said. His fixed expenses remain:
“In my type of business [as a security
professional], I can’t let my licenses
expire.”

Those arguably most impacted by the
cruise shutdown, though, are crew members themselves. Drawn from around the
world, they often seek maritime work
due to limited economic prospects in
their home countries. Crew members’
pay can be five times what they might
otherwise make back home.
The trade-off is a grueling work
schedule: Contracts last seven to nine
months, with most employees working
nonstop for 11-12 hours daily, seven days
a week. “It’s a challenging lifestyle that
I don’t think many Americans can appreciate,” said the Rev. Mark Wodka, director of Canaveral Port Ministry. “If they
did, they might leave bigger tips.”
In March 2020, crew members’ situations deteriorated from difficult to desperate: Many were stuck on ships, initially
getting room and board with half pay,
then “a few weeks later, it became room
and board and no pay,” said Wodka. Isolated from fellow crew members due to
onboard quarantines, some even committed suicide. In response, Canaveral Port
Ministry created an anti-suicide video,
circulating it on social media. “It was hard
to be here watching what was happening
in the other parts of the world,” Wodka
said. “You just felt so helpless.”
Finally, in late June 2021, cruise lines
began to resume service to U.S. ports,
navigating a thicket of federal health
guidelines and Florida laws. As crews
returned to South Florida, Otero had
gotten a couple of transportation contracts but said it was a small fraction of
his prior work.
Kaye’s business, on the other hand,
was brisk—in addition to himself and his
son during the day, he had a two-person
crew working nights. COVID-related sanitation protocols require signage that is
right up Kaye’s alley: He was creating
thousands of two-sided plastic disks to
mark tables as “clean” or “dirty.”
As for cruise ship crew members,
most remain in limbo, according to Pastor Vasiley Udolkin, assistant chaplain
with the International Seafarers Ministry
in the Port of Miami. Udolkin communicates with many crew members around
the world via WhatsApp. “If we have
hundreds of conversations a week, only
a few have been able to pick up work,”
he said. “The rest are still waiting.”
EVA MARIE UZCATEGUI/BLOOMBERG VIA GETTY IMAGES
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Singing helped
concentration camp
survivor David Wisnia
endure World War II
atrocities
by Susan Olasky

Susan Olasky, WORLD’s story coach and
obituary editor, typically reads more
than 1,000 obits a year and includes paragraphs on 250 of the dead in our News
of the Year issue. Some lives full of ups
and downs call out for longer treatment,
so here’s the first in an occasional series.
WHEN DAVID WISNIA died on June 15 at
age 94, obituaries focused on his singing.
He sang to save his life, literally.
Born in Poland in 1926, by age 10 he
was soaring high, singing in synagogues,
theaters, and on Polish radio. Hitler’s army
invaded Poland on the day after Wisnia’s
13th birthday. When he was 15, Germans
shot his parents and sent him to Auschwitz.
Wisnia at the concentration camp
claimed to be 18, which put him with the
able-bodied men rather than the women
and children, whom the Germans murdered. They put Wisnia to work hauling
away the bodies of those who died by
throwing themselves against the electric
fence.
His situation improved when a Nazi
guard demanded to know who among
the Jews could sing. Wisnia became a
privileged prisoner, playing piano and
singing for the German guards.
Wisnia survived almost three years in
Auschwitz, much longer than the typical

DANNA SINGER/THE NEW YORK TIMES/REDUX
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Wisnia in 2019 at his Pennsylvania home

HE URGED
STUDENTS TO
‘LIVE A LIFE
WITH MEANING
AND PURPOSE.’

prisoner. Germans rewarded their captive
singer with extra food. His secret romance
with a female prisoner with access to
transport lists kept him from being sent
to another camp with worse conditions.
In December 1944, as the sound of
artillery drew closer and rumors of Russian advances swirled through the camp,
the Germans began moving prisoners
west into Germany. Wisnia’s group
marched in the freezing cold to Gliwice,
about 30 miles away. From there a train
carried the prisoners to Dachau in southern Germany, about 400 miles west.
Wisnia had survived Auschwitz’s
deadly order—but chaos reigned in
Dachau. With prisoners from other camps
pouring in, the camp’s supply of food
and beds ran out. Wisnia and others were
starving, but he saw a notice for volunteers able to lift 25-pound bags of
07.31.2 1
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Wisnia in 1945 in his Army uniform

cement. He signed up with the hope of
escaping—and succeeded.
Wisnia hid in barns during the day
and walked at night, until early one
morning he saw a column of tanks and
trucks with white stars on them. He ran
toward them, not caring if they were
Soviet or American. The lead tank
stopped, the hatch opened, and Wisnia
soon was helping the U.S. Army’s 101st
Airborne Division understand the Poles
and Germans it encountered.
The Americans called him Little
Davey and gave him an American uniform. He spent the last months of the war
eating at the officer’s mess and helping
to interrogate Nazis. Eager to leave
Europe and its memories, he came to the
United States aboard a troop ship and
settled in New York.
Wisnia met his wife, Hope, and had
four children. He sold encyclopedias,
became a synagogue cantor, and performed internationally, returning to
Auschwitz several times. He sang at 101st
Airborne reunions and spoke often to
school groups about his experiences in
Auschwitz, although he didn’t go into
“the details of the daily horror.” Sometimes he sang a song he composed in the
camp. He urged students to “live a life
with meaning and purpose.”
Wisnia’s wife died in 2018 after 69
years of marriage. He grew frail and
entered an assisted living facility. When
the COVID-19 pandemic hit, he was
unable to see his family in person for
almost a year. His grandson, also a musician, told The New York Times of his
grandfather’s final upward surge by singing “to the nurses and doctors and staff
at his residence and every time we spoke
on the phone … always singing.”
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Athletic protests today may be permissible
or impermissible based on where they fall
on the ideological spectrum
by Ray Hacke

S
Gwen
Berry
(left)
protests
the U.S.
national
anthem.

PORTS FIGURES HAVE LONG USED their platforms to weigh
in on political or social justice issues. Long jumper Peter
O’Connor waved an Irish flag at the 1906 Olympics in
support of Irish independence. Track and field medalists
John Carlos and Tommie Smith raised gloved fists in a
Black Power salute at the 1968 Summer Olympics. Last
year, numerous professional athletes protested the U.S.
national anthem and promoted the Black Lives Matter
movement, including members of West Virginia University’s football team, the Mountaineers, who wore “BLM”
stickers on their helmets.
In some quarters nowadays, though, protests and public
displays are apparently permitted only for certain viewpoints. Athletes in college sports and U.S. Olympic competitions increasingly face speech standards that fall along
political lines.
Take the case of Kylee McLaughlin, an accomplished
college volleyball player who is suing her former school, the
University of Oklahoma, and two of its coaches in federal
court. A Christian who is politically conservative, McLaughlin alleges in court papers that head coach Lindsey Gray-Wal-
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ton and her husband, volunteer assistant
Kyle Walton, made her sit out her senior
season over comments she made to her
teammates and on social media.
McLaughlin’s comments to her teammates came within the context of a team
discussion of the 2016 documentary 13th,
which Gray-Walton made her players
watch. The movie examines racial
inequality in America’s justice system.
When discussing the documentary
with her teammates, McLaughlin took
issue with its left-wing slant and shots it
took at former President Donald Trump.
Echoing the movie’s observations, she also
noted the high incarceration rate among
blacks and their high rate of drug-related
convictions. These comments were apparently enough for teammates to brand
McLaughlin a racist.
Adding fuel to the fire was a social
media post McLaughlin made about “The
Eyes of Texas,” the University of Texas
fight song, which critics have claimed
has racist underpinnings. A native Texan,
McLaughlin used emojis to express her
view that the song is not racist. Her
coaches later all but compelled her to
apologize to members of UT’s volleyball
team, which she did.
McLaughlin alleges that the above
incidents led Oklahoma’s coaches to give
her three options just two weeks prior to
the 2020 season: (1) “redshirt”—i.e., postpone her final season of playing eligibility while continuing to practice with her
coaches separately from the team and
receiving diversity, equity, and inclusion
training; (2) quit the team and become a
regular student, with her scholarship still
being honored; or (3) transfer to another
university. She chose the first option and
will play her final season as a grad student
for the University of Mississippi this fall.
But the University of Oklahoma volleyball team’s speech standards don’t
seem to apply in the other direction: On
social media, coach Gray-Walton has
posted tweets supporting not only Black
Lives Matter protests but “Vollequality,”
a group that supports LGBT equality
while rejecting “racism, homophobia,
and discrimination in any form.”
Meanwhile, U.S. Olympic qualifier
Gwen Berry aroused anger for protesting
the national anthem at the U.S. Track and
Field Trials in Eugene, Ore., where she

ATHLETES
INCREASINGLY
FACE SPEECH
STANDARDS THAT
FALL ALONG
POLITICAL LINES.

placed third in the women’s hammer throw
in June. Standing on the medal podium
as the anthem played, Berry placed her
hand on her hip rather than her heart
and faced the crowd rather than the U.S.
flag, protesting systemic racism. She then
held above her head a black T-shirt featuring the words “Activist Athlete.”
In an earlier open letter to participating athletes, U.S. Olympic and Paralympic

Committee CEO Sarah Hirshland noted
the committee had decided to allow
“respectful demonstrations on the topic
of racial and social justice” at the track
and field trials. The committee’s rules said
it allowed athletes to protest the national
anthem on the podium or wear a hat that
says “Trans Lives Matter,” but did not
allow “hate speech” or “protests aimed
explicitly against a specific organization,
person or group of people.”
Those rules stand in contrast to the
rules of the International Olympic Committee, which has banned protests on
playing fields during competition, during
medal ceremonies, and in the Olympic
Village during this year’s Summer Games
in Tokyo. (However, athletes will be
allowed to protest between events.)
The IOC, international sports federations, and participating countries’ national
Olympic committees will collectively
determine how best to enforce the ban at
the Summer Games. Transgender bicycle
motocross rider Chelsea Wolfe, an alternate in the women’s freestyle event, has
expressed a desire to burn an American
flag on the podium at the Games. It
remains to be seen whether Wolfe or other
athletes who may carry out such protests
will face consequences.
—with additional reporting by Daniel James
Devine
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I REMEMBERED HOW
IT’S THE DEVIL WHO
FOCUSES ON THE BAD AND
DOWNPLAYS THE GOOD.

House flipper

How not to fall for a sower
of dissatisfaction

N

OW THAT OUR MONEY isn’t worth anything
anymore, we see prospectors like flies around
carrion making offers on our house. Sign of
the times. As when Joe Kennedy discerned
the signal to exit the stock market the day a
shoeshine boy gave him stock tips.
My husband and I had talked semi-seriously about moving—nothing but inertia
holding us down now—so when the latest door-to-door
suitors suggested a tour the following Tuesday, we said
fine, figuring we could at least find out what the house
is worth.
A handsome, athletic-looking, business-casual-dressed young man (I give details because in hindsight I see that everything was calculated) came to the
door on time, and once inside, looked at us and said
peremptorily, “Do you have any questions or concerns
for me?” as if we should understand that the deal was
nearly sealed. When I stuttered, he intoned with mild
disapproval, “Oh, you just wanted to find out what your
house is worth.” One score on the board for the house
flipper in this psych game.
I have always liked my house—the way it flows; the
goodly number of windows bringing light in; the gratuitous indentations and departures from a square; the
heavy interior doors; the crown molding; the beveled
glass in the diamond-paned built-in china cabinets; the
many unnecessary embellishments, as they liked to do
in 1912.
The walk-around completed, my husband David and
I and “Antoine” sat down in the living room. He started,
“Well, the house is in bad shape,” followed by some
other words that I didn’t process because I was still
wondering if I heard his opening statement right. He
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cited all the things his company would have to change
and how much it would cost to change them, then
dropped the bottom line, a price so low it was ridiculous
to anyone who had a computer and could find Zillow.
“Wait,” my husband said, raising up a bit in his seat,
“are you telling us that because you will have to spend
$65,000 to make the changes you want, we should feel
sympathetic and give you our house for your lowball
price?” “Not everybody’s motivated by money,” he
replied with studied icy calm (referring to us, not him,
an unsubtle aspersion on our motives). “Your company
is not motivated by money?” my husband asked. Good
thing David was the spokesman because I don’t do well
with illogic; I get tongue-tied.
But the poison was already doing its work. After
Antoine left, I didn’t see my house the same glowing
way I have for 35 years. I saw all the faults. David (who
knows the house like the back of his calloused hand
because he is my live-in home repairer and improver)
had to do some psychological damage control, pointing
out to me the tricks Antoine had used on us, psych tips
from the home office: Antoine had focused us on all the
negative features and none of the positive features.
David and I then did a second mental walk-through of
every room, he now showing me all the good that
Antoine’s criticism had artfully blinded me to.
I thought of God’s prescription for seeing life, and
other people, and our circumstances, and how looking
at life this prescribed way produces contentment, while
the seed of dissatisfaction produces unhappiness:
“Whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable, if there
is any excellence, if there is anything worthy of praise,
think about these things” (Philippians 4:8). I remembered how it’s the devil who focuses on the bad and
downplays the good (Zechariah 3:1-5).
I felt better again. Then I texted my son and told
him about the visit from the house flipper guy that day.
“Ma, don’t forget it’s in their interest to talk bad on
your house to drive the price down.” He knows. My son
is a house flipper too.
EMAIL aseupeterson@wng.org
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GIVE YOUR CHILDREN A
GREAT BOOKS EDUCATION.
OLD WESTERN CULTURE

THE GREEKS

THE ROMANS

CHRISTENDOM EARLY MODERNS

THE EPICS:
1. Introduction to Old Western Culture
2. The Backdrop to the Iliad
3. The Anger of Achilleus
4. The First Critical Turning Point
5. The Deception of Zeus
6. The Second Critical Turning Point
7. The Death of Hektor
8. The Telemachy
9. The Court of Alkinoös
10. Odysseus Tells of his Wanderings
11. The Homecoming of Odysseus
12. Legacy of Homer in the Western

THE AENEID:
1. Overview of Roman History
2. Introduction to the Aeneid
3. Rome is an Idea
4. Fall of Troy and Wanderings of Aeneas
5. The Tragedy of Dido
6. The Underworld
7. The Broken Truce and Shield of Aeneas
8. The Tragedy of Nisus and Euryalus
9. Juno’s Surrender, and Death of Turnus
10. Metamorphoses I
11. Metamorphoses II
12. The Epics of Lucretius, Lucan, Statius

EARLY MEDIEVALS:
1. Historical Overview of Christendom
2. Benedict’s Rule and Monasticism
3. Transition to the Middle Ages
4. Procopius and Gregory
5. Maximus the Confessor
6. Celtic Christians
7. Beowulf
8. Bede I: Early History of England
9. Bede II: The Coming of Christianity
10. Bede III: The Conﬁrming of Christianity
11. Lives of Charlemagne and Alfred
12. John of Damascus

RISE OF ENGLAND:
1. Introduction to Early Moderns
2. Introduction to Shakespeare
3. Shakespeare’s Sonnets
4. Shakespeare’s King Lear
5. Shakespeare’s Richard III
6. Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice
7. Metaphysical Poets: John Donne
8. Metaphysical Poets: Herbert & Marvell
9. Introduction to Milton
10. Paradise Lost I
11. Paradise Lost II
12. Paradise Lost III

DRAMA AND LYRIC:
1. Development of Theater
2. The Period, Poets, and Presentation
3. The Agamemnon
4. Libation-bearers and Eumenides
5. Oedipus the King
6. Oedipus at Colonus
7. Medea and Trojan Women
8. The Frogs and The Clouds
9. Sappho, Pindar, and Theocritus
10. Lyric Poetry: Hesiod
11. Quintus of Smyrna, The Fall of Troy
12. The Argonautica

HI
THE HISTORIANS:
1. Livy: Philosophy of history, monarchy
2. Livy: Beginning and Heroes of Republic
3. Livy: Threats to the Republic
4. Tacitus: History philosophy and Tiberius
5. Tacitus: Claudius
6. Tacitus: Nero
7. Jugurthine War, Catiline Conspiracy
8. Julius Caesar: The Gallic wars
9. Plutarch: Demosthenes and Cicero
10. Plutarch: Alexander and Caesar
11. Cicero: Against Verres, Against Antony
12. Overview of The Historians

DEFENSE OF THE FAITH:
1. Historical Overview of High Middle Ages
2. Anselm’s Ontological Argument
3. Anselm’s Monologium 1
4. Anselm’s Monologium 2
5. Anselm’s Why God Became Man 1
6. Anselm’s Why God Became Man 2
7. History of the Kings of Britain 1
8. History of the Kings of Britain 2
9. The Golden Legend
10. Historical Overview of the Crusades
11. The Conquest of Constantinople
12. The Life of St. Louis

POET
POETRY AND POLITICS:
1. Introduction to Enlightenment
2. Alexander Pope I
3. Alexander Pope II
4. Edmund Burke I
5. Edmund Burke IIt
6. Romantic Poetry I
7. Romantic Poetry II
8. Victorian Poetry, Democracy in America
9. Edgar Allen Poe
10. Victorian Poetry I
11. Victorian Poetry II
12. Victorian Poetry III

THE HISTORIES:
O
1. Overview
of Greek History
2. Intro to Herodotus
3. Stories of Egypt and other nations
4. Beginning of Persian Wars
5. The Battle of Thermopylae
6. Salamis and End of the Persian Wars
7. Intro to Thucydides
8. The Early Years, Pericles, the Plague
9. Mytiline, Exile, Revolution, and Melos
10. Sicily and the Downfall of Athens
11. Xenophon: March of the Ten Thousand
12. The Lessons of Greek History

EARLY CHRISTIANITY:
T
1. The
Roman Background of Christianity
2. The Jewish Background of Christianity
3. The Didache
4. The First Letter of Clement
5. Roman World in 2nd and 3rd Centuries
6. Ignatius and Polycarp
7. The Apologists
8. Justin Martyr
9. Irenaeus
10. Clement of Alexandria and Origen
11. Eusebius I
12. Eusebius II

THE MEDIEVAL MIND:
Int
1. Introduction
to The Medieval Mind
2. Aquinas’ Compendium I
3. Aquinas’ Compendium II
4. Aquinas’ Compendium III
5. Introduction to Dante
6. The Inferno I
7. The Inferno II
8. Purgatorio I
9. Purgatorio II
10. Paradiso I
11. Paradiso II
12 Conclusion

THE ENLIGHTENMENT:
Int
1. Intro:
What Is the Enlightenment?
2. The Scientiﬁc Revolution: An Overview
3. Galileo Moves the Earth
4. The Galileo Affair
5. Descartes & Skepticism
6. Descartes’ Search for Certainty
7. Did Descartes Succeed?
8. Descartes & the Scientiﬁc Revolution
9. Isaac Newton Takes the Throne
10. Hume: Taking Skepticism Seriously
11. Kant’s Answer to Hume
12. Reid & Genuine Enlightenment

THE PHILOSOPHERS:
1. Intro to Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle
2. The Apology: Socrates, Paul, Wisdom
3. The Crito and Phaedo
4. Phaedrus: Dialectic of Desire
5. The Republic: Understanding Morality
6. The Forms inﬂuence on Christendom
7. The Metaphysics: Aristotle & Aquinas
8. Cosmos in Antiquity and Middle Ages
9. The Ethics: Happiness the End of Man
10. Aristotle: The Ethics: Friendship
11. Aristotle: Poetics: Oedipus and Austen
12. The Lessons of Greek Philosophy

NICENE CHRISTIANITY:
1. Constantine and The Council of Nicea
2. The Nicene and Post-Nicene Age
3. Athanasius’s On the Incarnation
4. Athanasius’s Life of Anthony
5. John Chrysostom
6. Augustine’s Confessions I
7. Augustine’s Confessions II
8. Augustine’s City of God I
9. Augustine’s City of God II
10. Augustine’s City of God III
11. Augustine’s City of God IV
12. Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy

THE REFORMATION:
1. Intro to Renaissance and Reformation
2. Canterbury Tales 1
3. Canterbury Tales 2
4. Canterbury Tales 3
5. From Premodern to Modern Times
6. Predecessors to the Reformation
7. Luther and 16th Century Reform
8. International Calvinism
9. The Reformation in England
10. Spenser 1
11. Spenser 2
12. Spenser 3

THE NOVELS:
1. Introduction to The Novels
2. Jane Austen I
3. Jane Austen II
4. Charles Dickens
5. Fyodor Dostoevsky
6. Russian Short Stories
7. Tolkien: Fairy-Stories and LOTR
8. Escape, Consolation, Eucatastrophe
9. Tolkien: Themes in The Lord of the Ring
10. C. S. Lewis I
11. C. S. Lewis II
12. Old Western Culture and 20th Century
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“Am I gagged
or not?”

Responding to speech stifling
in a cancel culture world

C

RITIQUES OF “CANCEL CULTURE” speech
s tifling often overflow with generalizations,
but here’s a specific story. It’s not about calling out an individual: It’s about a life-anddeath issue becoming out-of-bounds.
I received in June an invitation from Ben
Fox, an internet entrepreneur with a new
website on which hundreds of authors recommend their favorite books. Fox asked me to write
about “the five best books on a topic you are passionate
about. … The topic/theme is entirely up to you.”
Fox’s website now includes book lists on “African
Cultures” and “American Civil War,” but one A-list topic
was missing, so I inquired about recommending “The
Best Books on Abortion.” Fox (or his assistant) replied,
“That is a great topic.”
I then recommended five books: two by defenders
of life, two on the other side who nevertheless provide
evocative street-level detail, and one published in 1875
that describes women suffering from what we call today
“post-abortion syndrome.” (Some abortion proponents
say that’s a new, made-up ailment.)
Ben Fox responded at 3:30 p.m. on June 13, “Your
approach to this topic is from a pro-life Christian point
of view. … This topic is so wrapped up in politics and
power and religion that frankly, it is one I am not sure
how to handle. … I’d like to meditate on this a bit and
what value we might bring to this topic through this
platform.”
His meditation didn’t take long. Twelve hours and
15 minutes later, at 3:45 a.m., Fox wrote, “I talked to a
few people last night to help get my thoughts in order.
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GAG RULES CONCERNING
ABORTION NOW EXIST ON
MANY COLLEGE CAMPUSES.

I do not believe my website can add anything to the
subject that hasn’t already been said. I think that the
politics of abortion has significantly hurt this country
and should have remained purely a medical decision by
doctors combined with the personal choice by individuals based on their beliefs and faith. I am not going to
publish any book lists around abortion in relation to
politics or religion. I hope you can respect my decision.”
I responded, “I do not respect your decision. You
could ask an abortion proponent to write an alternative
list and publish both. Ignoring the issue is cowardly.”
Fox wrote back, “I do not believe my website can add
anything to the subject that hasn’t already been said.
In fact, I don’t think it merits debate.”
Fox’s dogmatic denial of the need for discussion may
not be an outlier. In 2000 the average newspaper in
the largest online newspaper archive, Newspapers.com,
had 344 articles that included the words “abortion,”
“fetus,” “unborn child,” or “unborn baby.” In 2020 the
average number was 79, a 77 percent decline. Measured
similarly, The New York Times did less sweeping under
the rug: It registered only a 22 percent decline.
In 1836 Speaker of the House (and future president)
James K. Polk of Tennessee refused to recognize Rep.
John Quincy Adams when the former president rose to
speak about slavery. Adams finally said, “I am aware
there is a slave-holding speaker in the chair. … Mr.
Speaker, am I gagged or not?”
That became a rallying cry for those with compassion for slaves. Northerners increasingly opposed cancel culture slaveholders. When Adams on Dec. 3, 1844,
introduced a motion to rescind the gag rule, it passed
108 to 80. Adams remained in Congress for four years
until he collapsed at his desk in 1848 and died in the
Speaker’s office two days later. Rep. Abraham Lincoln
was an honorary pallbearer at the funeral.
Gag rules concerning abortion now exist on many
college campuses: One closeted pro-life professor told
me he dare not speak on the subject. Journalists who
cover both sides often face extreme editing. Some editors have said they won’t print any readers’ letters on
abortion.
Let’s minimize both ostracism of life defenders and
ostrichlike ignoring of unborn children’s endangerment.
How about making Dec. 3, 2021, an anti-gag day of
remembrance?
—Note: See page 26 for my five book recommendations. Expect to
see many more articles in WORLD as the Supreme Court reenters
the abortion debate this fall. We will not be gagged.
EMAIL molasky@wng.org TWITTER @MarvinOlasky
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Sound journalism, grounded in facts
and Biblical truth
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WHAT WILL YOU WATCH, READ, OR LISTEN TO
TODAY TO HELP YOU GROW IN YOUR FAITH?
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